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Introduction 

 Electrospinning is technique that use to spinning polymers solution electrically for 

production of nano-scale fibers and beads. The working principle of electrospinning is based 

on the stretching of spray polymer solution induced by electrical charges to produce fibers 

diameter ranging from a few tens of nanometers to micrometers(1). This techniques has attracted 

great interest because of its unique capability to produce material having high surface area to 

volume ratio and nonwoven fibrous structures(2). As dated back in the beginning of the 20th 

century, Preciselyin 1902, the use of electrospinning started and documented(3). In the course 

of the 1990s, the process of electrospinning was well reused for manufacturing fibrous 

structures(2)Subsequently, the last two decades researches have been done a lot for the 

improvement of both the technique and characteristics of produced structures. The advancement 

of characteristics of structures, small size pores, and easy to used making electrospinning is a 

good candidate for the production of nanomaterials in wide range of applications(4-7). These 

produced micro/ nanofibers can be used in a variety of purposes  such as wound dressings, 

filtration, drug delivery, protective clothing for the military, scaffolds for tissue engineering 

and drug delivery devices, in nano composites, sensors, magneto-responsive fibers, and super 

hydrophobic membranes(7-13). In recent years, some industrial companies started to use 

electrospinning to produce structured nanofibrous materials for tissue engineering. These nano 

structured matrices were obtained using various polymers such as polylactic acid, polyurethane, 

silk, collagen, and cellulose(14). 

            However, the technique can be highly affected by solution properties and processing 

parameters to produce beads, beaded fibers and free fibers(15). Optimizing these parameters 

allows to obtain different morphological arrangement of fibers specifically bead free structures. 

In addition, the polymers intrinsic properties and environmental factors also determine the 

electrospun fibers morphology for specific intended applications. 

           The solution properties are one of the influencing factors to produce electrospun 

nanofibrous structures(16, 17). Among from solution properties, concentration and rheology are 

the most dominant parameters in electrospinning. These solution properties are also related with 

molecular characteristics of the polymer such as molear weight, polydispersity, degree of 

branching and types solvents(15, 16). In the electrospinning, these molecular properties play a 

vital role in determining fiber initiation and stabilization. Several investigators have tried to 

establish the optimum ranges for concentration and molecular weight in order to insure stable 

fiber formation(15-19). The viscosity of a polymer solution is generally known to increase with 
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polymer molecular weight tends to increase electrospun fiber diameters(20, 21). High viscosity 

solutions have greater resistance to the electric field-induced drawing force as the solution 

emerges from the spinneret. Additionally, higher viscosity solutions undergo less bending 

instabilities before contacting the collector surface, thus reducing the distance and time under 

which the drawing (elongation) force acts(21). Additionally, the effect of viscosity is more 

fundamentally associated with the presence (or absence) of the polymer chain entanglement 

network in the solution(16, 17, 22). Entanglements in a solution or melt occur as a result of physical 

interlocking of two or more chains due to overlapping(16). Initially, at low polymer 

concentrations, the jet tends to break up entanglement into small droplets due to the effect of 

surface tension, which tends to minimize the surface area of the solution(16). This cause to form 

beads instead of fibers. The critical amount of chain entanglements offer high resistance to the 

jet break up consequently instability is subdued. This results in continuous fibers formation. In 

the contrary, when the entanglements are present, but the extent of chain overlap is below the 

critical value and also the instability is not completely eliminated. This leads to the formation 

of fibers with beaded morphologies(16, 17). In addition to these, solution viscosity has been found 

to influence fiber diameter(20), initiating droplet shape, formation of Tylor cone and the jet 

trajectory(23). Solution surface tension and electrostatic forces have also synergetic effect on the 

structure and morphology of the final product. In general, the development of bead free fiberous 

structure for different applications requires a thorough knowledge of controlling the dominant 

affecting parameters of the electrospinning process and their effect on fiber diameters, 

morphology and properties of electrospun nanofibers. 

 

This PhD thesis study was carried out using electrospinning as a main focus of the title.  

Typically, the study aimed at the development of poly (ethylene oxide) PEO architectural 

membranes by electrospinning. In addition to this main goal, the study addressed the control of 

the morphology of the networks obtained by using microstructure collectors. Further, the 

rheological properties of the polymer in solution under elongational flow were characterized, 

as well as the morphological analyses of the membranes were also investigated using scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM) and their mechanical properties.  
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Structure of the thesis: 

Chapter one discusses the relevant information on the introduction of electrospinning, 

production and its significance affecting parameters together with detail review of 

electrospinning process and its applications. Chapter two present the materials methods used, 

and detail production and characterization techniques performed in the production of PEO 

nanofibrous structures. Chapter three, part I: describes the results concerning the effect of 

parameters that govern the electrospinning of investigation of the effect of variation of the 

governing parameters on the electrospinning of PEO. In addition, this chapter examined the 

influence of viscosity, concentration, porosity, and surface tension of PEO solutions on the 

obtained fibers. Chapter three, part II: explains the influence of the morphology of the fiber 

network on the mechanical properties of scaffolds and their biomimetic character that could 

favor the colonization and growth of the cells of the host tissue. The control of this structure 

has been achieved through the development of collectors. Finally, chapter four summarized the 

general conclusions of this work.  
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I- Literature Review 

1.1Nanofibers 

            In general, the definition of nano is one millionth (1/106) of a millimeter or 10-9 meter. 

When the term is applied to technology, nanotechnology, the common definition is the precise 

manipulation of individual atoms and molecules. For the polymeric nanofibers the smallest 

practical size is approximately 50 nm as a polyester crystallite has dimensions in the order of 

40 nm so structures approaching this size would begin to become an ordered array of atoms and 

would not have typical fiber morphology(24). Similar to the nature’s design, polymeric 

nanofibers and their composites can provide fundamental building blocks for the construction 

of devices and structures. Drug delivery systems, scaffolds for tissue engineering; wires, 

capacitors, transistors and diodes for information technology; systems for energy transport; 

conversion and storage such as batteries and fuel cells, and structural composites for aerospace 

applications are expected to be impacted by the development of nanofibers(25)
. 

            Polymeric nanofibers can be produced by an electrospinning process. Electrospinning 

is a process that spins fibers of diameters ranging from 10 nm to several hundred nanometers. 

This method has been known since 1934 when the first patent on electrospinning was filed. 

Fiber properties depend on the electric field properties, polymer viscosity and TCD (distance 

between the needle tip and collector)(26). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) allows us to 

explore the structure and morphology of electrospun nanofibers. 

 

1.2 Nanofibers Formation Techniques 

            A variety of techniques can be used for creating polymeric σanofibers such as 

drawing(27), template synthesis(28), self-assembly(29), phase separation(30), electro blowing, 

centrifugal and electrospinning(31). A Brief description of each processing technique is 

presented in this chapter. 
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1.2.1 Centrifugal Spinning Technique 

            Centrifugal spinning method is similar to the cotton-candy spinning method. In a cotton 

candy machine, sugars are melted by heating and extruded by centrifugal spinning through 

nozzles, resulting in sucrose fibers randomly distributed in the free space near the spinneret. 

Recently, the fabricated sucrose fibers have been used as a mold for porous polymer forming(32). 

This process has been patented by Huang in 2007(33). Centrifugal production method is quite 

similar to centrifugal electrospinning. But, in this method no electrical charge is used. Instead, 

it consists of dropping of a polymer solution onto a typical spin coater followed by a very fast 

rotating spinneret. Moreover, the spinning procedure offers many technologically relevant 

opportunities, such as yielding hollow polymer beads, and being applicable to different types 

of polymers(34). 

 

           Recently, a company named Fiberio has improved a new technique called Forcespinning 

TM (Figure I.1) for the production of nanofiber. Forcespinning TM is applicable for solutions 

and molten materials via centrifugal force. Because Forcespinning TM uses less solvent or no 

solvent at all, it is more productive in terms of cost when compared to electrospinning. No 

heated air jets or no heating make it more cost effective than melt blown(35). A spinneret with a 

reservoir containing liquid material is rotated centrifugally on an axis at high rpm. While the 

spinneret rotates, liquid material is pushed to the outer wall through an orifice. In this process, 

centrifugal and hydrostatic forces together initiate the jet(35). 

 

 
 

Figure I.1: Forcespinning TM(35) 
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1.2.2 Self-Assembly 

            The molecular self-assembly techniques are inspired by the natural driving force of bio 

macromolecules to form functional structures in living beings. Bio macromolecules such as 

proteins can arrange themselves into different configurations through non-covalent bonding 

such as hydrogen bonding, van der Waals and hydrophobic interactions. Control of the 

chemistry behind the natural arrangement of bio macromolecular has resulted in the formation 

of nanofibers(33). For example, residues of peptides have been chemically modified to produce 

nanofibers with a hydrophobic interior and hydrophilic exterior having a diameter of 5 to 8 

nm(36). 

            Advantages and disadvantages of the different techniques to produce ultrafine fibers are 

taken into account for selection purposes. Although drawing is the simplest approach for 

forming long fibers, it has a low throughput since fibers are produced one at a time. Template 

synthesis, which needs a nanoporous membrane to form fibrils, cannot produce single 

continuous long nanofibers. The phase separation and self-assembly techniques could be 

applied to create nanofibers, but the preparation time is longer than the other methods(33).  

 

1.2.3 Fiber Drawing Technique  

            The drawing technique provides simple and cost effective photonic wire manufacturing. 

But a steady temperature distribution is needed in the drawing zone and the lengths of the 

fabricated wires are limited to tens of millimeters. PTT nanofibers with diameters down to 60 

nm and lengths up to 500 mm can be fabricated by the drawing process, as described in (Figure 

I.2). PTT is retracted at a speed of 0.1−1 m/s. The extended PTT wire is quickly cooled in air 

and finally an unclad amorphous PTT nanofiber is created(37). Fibers fabricated by this 

technique not only show low optical losses but also offer good flexibility(38). 
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Figure I.2: Drawing process 

 

Ondarçuhu and Joachim(39) described a nano-fiber drawing technique from a micro droplet or a 

micro-pipette of a polymer solution in a continuous manner over precisely defined period of 

time. Each fiber is pulled at the threshold of solidification. When they used long polymer chains 

entangled in the solution, fibers with micron diameters could be obtained. When shorter 

unentangled molecules are used, sub micron fibers are collected. Even though generating nano-

sized fibers, this process is strongly limited by the size of the droplet as well as by the time of 

solvent evaporation. 

 

1.2.4 Template Synthesis                                

           Template synthesis is a method for preparing nanostructures (nanotubes or nanowires) 

by directly synthesizing a desired material within the pores of a porous template-membrane(40). 

Common membranes, used for template synthesis, include anodic aluminium oxide and 

mesoporous silica. Depending of the type of the membrane, pores could be inter-connected or 

isolated. When anodic alumina membranes are used, solid material is formed inside the isolated 

pores(41, 42). In the case of mesoporous silica template, nanowires or nanotubes are inter - 

connected by the porous silica wall. Sol-gel chemistry,(43, 44) electrochemistry(45)or in-situ 

polymerization(46) methods could be used for depositing a material inside the pores of such 

membranes. Finally, nano-fibrils or nano-tubules are formed within each pore of a membrane. 

           Template synthesis generates aligned fibers with well-defined fiber’s size and 

interfibrous distance. However, this technique strongly depends on the size of the template 

adopted. Nevertheless, by carefully choosing the template and polymer for molding, various 
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materials ‘architectures could be easily attained, serving as a sensitive gravimetric apparatus 

for detecting ammonia gas or as biodegradable extracellular matrices(47). 

 

1.2.5 Phase Separation Technique 

            In phase separation, a polymer is firstly mixed with a solvent before undergoing 

gelation. The main mechanism in this process is (as the name suggests) the separation of phases 

due to physical incompatibility. One of the phases which is the solvent is extracted resulting in 

leaving behind the other remaining phase(31). In other words, the process can be described 

subsequently as: dissolution of polymer, liquid-liquid phase separation, polymer gelation, 

extraction of solvent from gel and quenching, respectively(48). 

 

1.2.6 Electrospinning Technique  

            The manufacturing process of electrospinning was first reported by Formhals(26) in 

1934, the experimental setup and procedure of which has been explained in the sections to 

come. Since then, the process of electrospinning has caught the attention of many researchers 

and many reports, publications and patents in this field ascertain this. Gibson et al.(7) describes 

electrospinning as a process in which high voltage is used to produce an interconnected 

membrane like web of small fibers. This method provides the capacity to lace together many 

types of polymers, fibers, and particles to produce ultra-thin layers.  

 

           The principle of electrospinning is to use an electric field to draw a charged polymer 

solution from an orifice to a collector. This creates a jet of solution from the orifice to the 

grounded collection device. The jet emerges at the base from the nozzle, which has a geometry 

of a cone (Taylor cone, see Figure I.3). Then it travels and get stretched befor reaching the 

collector. However, splaying is a misnomer as researchers have observed a rapidly rotating 

spiral jet(49, 50), which is indistinguishable from splaying phenomenon to the naked eye. The 

fiber is eventually collected on a grounded metal screen. 

 

In the electrospinning process, a high voltage is used to create an electrically charged jet of 

polymer solution or melt, which dries or solidifies to leave a polymer fiber(26, 51). One electrode 

is placed into the spinning solution/melt and the other attached to a collector. Electric field is 

subjected to the end of a capillary tube that contains the polymer fluid held by its surface 
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tension. This induces a charge on the surface of the liquid. Mutual charge repulsion causes a 

force directly opposite to the surface tension(52). As the intensity of the electric field is increased, 

the hemispherical surface of the fluid at the tip of the capillary tube elongates to form a conical 

shape known as the Taylor cone(53), see Figure I.3. With increasing field, a critical value is 

attained when the repulsive electrostatic force overcomes the surface tension and a charged jet 

of fluid is ejected from the tip of the Taylor cone. The name “Taylor Cone” simply represents 

the conical shape formed at the needle tip (see Figure I.3). This cone was described by Sir 

Geoffrey Ingram Taylor in 1964(53) as a continuation of the work of Zeleny in 1917(53) on the 

formation of a cone-jet of glycerine exposed to high electric fields. Several others continued 

researching this area, including Wilson & Taylor (1925), Nolan (1926), and Macky (1931)(53). 

However, it was Taylor who looked further into the reactions between droplets and electric 

fields. 

 

Figure I.3: Illustration of Taylor Cone formation from the Syringe Needle Tip 

 

Taylor's derivation is based on two assumptions: 

1. The surface of the cone is an equipotential surface.  

2. The cone exists in a steady state equilibrium.  

Once discharged and the Taylor cone activated, the polymer jet undergoes a whipping 

process(54) where in the solvent evaporates, leaving behind a charged polymer fiber, which lays 

itself randomly on a grounded collecting metal screen. In the case of the melt the discharged 

jet solidifies when it travels in the air and is collected on the grounded metal screen(53). An 

example of our experimental set up used for electrospinning is shown in (Figure I.4). 
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Figure I.4: General Electrospinning schematic 

 

The polymer solution or melt is contained in a syringe. A metering pump attached to the plunger 

of the syringe generates a constant pressure and flow of the fluid through the pipette. The 

driving force is provided by a high voltage source that is attached to the needle. The high voltage 

source can generate up to 30 kV, and the setup can be run on either positive or negative polarity. 

Adjusting the flow of the fluid and the magnitude of the electric field controls the spinning rate. 

Using electrical forces alone, the electrospinning process can produce fibers with nanometer 

diameters. Because of their small diameters, electrospun fibers have larger surface-to-volume 

ratios, which enable them to absorb more liquids than do fibers having large diameters. The 

principle of electrospinning now being introduced, it is necessary to study the parameters that 

will influence this process and the morphology and diameter of the fibers.  

 

1. 3 Parameters of the Electrospinning Process 

            Although most of the fibers that are produced through electrospinning are circular solid 

filaments, there are occasions when tubes, ribbons, coils, and beaded structures can be 

generated. There are a number of factors, which affect the production of electrospun fibers 

during the electrospinning process: (a) The polymer solution properties, such as viscosity, 

elasticity, conductivity, and surface tension; (b) The process parameters, such as the gap 

distance between the capillary tip and the collector, applied voltage, and hydrostatic pressure 

in the solution container; and (c) The Environmental effects, such as temperature, humidity, 

and air flow. 
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 By using a suitable theoretical model of the electrospinning process, the effects of parameters 

on the fiber diameter can be evaluated. The models should indicate which parameters have the 

greatest influence on the fiber diameters. Hence, these parameters are the ones to focus on in 

the empirical studies(55). 

The two major properties of the fibers are, on the one hand, the diameter and on the other hand, 

the presence of beads connected by fibers. These beads have an undesirable phenomenon for 

our application (Figure I.5). 

 

 

 

Figure I.5: SEM of poly (Ethylene Oxide) nanofibers Electrospum from aqueous solution 
2.9% Mw: (1.0 x 106) g/mol 

 

1.3.1 Solution Parameters:  

A) Molar Weight of the Polymer and Viscosity of the Solution 

            This influence of viscosity is more fundamentally associated with the presence (or 

absence) of entangled network of polymer chain into the solution(16, 17, 22). Entanglements in a 

solution or melt occur as a result of physical interlocking of two or more chains due to 

overlapping(16) Initially, at low solution concentrations, the jet tends to break up into small 

droplets due to the effect of surface tension, which tends to minimize the surface area of the 

solution. This phenomenon is known as Rayleigh instability(16). Beads form primarily due to 

this break up. The critical amount of chain entanglements offer high resistance to the jet break 

up and the Rayleigh instability is subdued. This results in continuous fiber formation. If the 

entanglements are present, but the extent of chain overlap is below the critical value, Rayleigh 

instability is not completely eliminated. This leads to the formation of fibers with beaded 

morphologies(16, 17). 
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Shenoy et al.(16) performed a semi-empirical analysis to quantify the minimum requirement of 

the degree of chain entanglements that produced uniform bead-free nanofibers. They expressed 

the entanglement density in terms of the entanglement number ‘’ defined as : (e)soln=Mw/ 

(Me)soln=φpMw/ (Me) melt. 

Whereas, Mw is the weight average molar weight of the polymer, φp is the volume fraction of 

the polymer in the solution, (Me)soln and (Me)melt are the entanglement molecular weights for 

solution and melt, respectively. 

 

 It has been shown by Bueche(56) that the onset of entanglements occurs at (ηe)soln ~ 2. However, 

Shenoy et al. showed that the fiber formation started at this value but the fibers possessed 

beaded morphologies(16).They demonstrated that the entanglement number of at least 3.5 was 

required in order to form fibers without beads for a number of polymer solvent systems [PS in 

THF; PLA in DMF, dichloromethane (DCM), chloroform, and 1, 1, 2, 2-tetrachloroethane; and 

PVP in ethanol] they used in their study. This is illustrated in Figure I.6 for the PLA solution 

in DMF or DCM for two different molecular weights as an example(16). 

 

 

 
Figure I.6: Plot of calculated entanglement number versus solution concentration(16) 
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Shenoy et al.(16) further demonstrated that based on the entanglement number of 3.5, the 

required solution concentration to form uniform fibers can be calculated using the equation 

given above. This is shown in (Figure 1.6) for PLA spinning. The authors, however, indicated 

that the approach is valid only for the systems in which there is no specific polymer-polymer 

interaction, e.g., hydrogen bonding between polymer chains in polyamides. 

 

            If the viscosity of the polymer solution is too high, it is difficult for the polymer to 

traverse the needle and properly eject as a jet when an electric field is applied. The surface 

tension forces are too strong to be overcome by the electrostatic forces. Additionally, at a high 

viscosity, polymer solutions tend to exhibit longer stress relaxation times, which is suggested 

to prevent the fracturing of the jet during electrospinning, and create continuous fibers(57). For 

the aforementioned reason, a low viscosity would reflect shorter stress relaxation times, and 

result in disturbances of the jet. These disturbances of the polymer jet will result in non-

continuous fibers, as well as non-uniform fibers with "beads." 

 

Aqueous solution from poly (vinyl alcohol) (PVA) with the same concentration, beaded fibers 

were obtained when electrospinning low molar weight (Mw 9000-10,000 g/mol) PVA, while 

uniform bead free fibers were obtained when electrospinning high molar weight (Mw 13,000-

23,000 g/mol) PVA(58). 

 

           The elongational viscosity (not shear viscosity) is most frequently used to describe the 

rheological properties of the polymer solution/melt as it is more akin to the deformations being 

applied during fiber spinning(16). Since electrospinning is analogous to conventional fiber 

spinning, the use of elongational viscosity is more appropriate than zero shear viscosity, and in 

fact, has been recently done by Feng(59). However, both zero shear and elongational viscosities 

are a function of the number of chain entanglements (among other factors)(16). Only under the 

influence of a shear stress or elongational flow, as is the case for electrospinning, does there 

exist a critical strain rate(greater than the disentanglement or reputation time), above which the 

entanglements or physical junctions act as mechanical effective junctions on short time scales 

(> _D(disentanglement time))(60).The shear mode measurements, however, in general are 

insufficient to shed light on the rheological behavior of the same non-Newtonian fluid in 

elongational flows. For example, a high elongational viscosity (formally identical to shear 

thickening) of a suspension can delay the capillary breakup of its thread and can therefore pose 
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a major challenge in applications relying on droplet generation of such suspensions, even 

though the latter exhibit shear thinning. Measurement of elongational properties of different 

Newtonian and non-Newtonian liquids can be made employing capillary self-thinning of liquid 

threads formed between two solid plates(61).The role of such fundamental fluid properties as 

shear viscosity and presence of entanglements in setting the morphology of the fibers produced 

in electrospinning has been discussed in the article of McKee et al.(17).  

 

            Solution viscosity is one of the most influential factors that affect the nanofiber 

formation. It is directly controlled by the molecular weight (fixed concentration) or the solution 

concentration (fixed molecular weight). Empirical evidence reported by number of authors 

indicates that by increasing the solution concentration, transitions occur from beads to beaded 

fibers to homogeneous fibers(62). As an example, Fong et al. in one of the earlier studies showed 

that by varying the viscosity of polyethylene oxide (PEO) (MW: 9 × 105 g/mol) in water from 

13 to 1250 cP by increasing the solution concentration from 1 to 4 wt%, transitions from beads 

to uniform nanofibers could be effectively achieved (Figure I.7). 

 

 
Figure I.7: Effect of solution viscosity on the fiber morphology(20) 

 

Bolgen et al.(63) conducted a systematic study of deposition poly--caprolactone (PCL) (Mw = 

80000 g mol-1) dissolved in chloroform / dimethylformamide (DMF) 30/70 volume ratio. By 

varying the concentration of PCL, they showed that from 13% by mass the fibers obtained do 

not contain little or more beads. Jointly, the diameter of the deposited fibers was measured and 

it shows that it increases with the concentration. This observation is supported for a large 

number of polymer(64). Indeed, when a viscous solution is electrospinning; the viscoelastic 
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resistance of the solution is higher, so the charges will be more difficult to stretch the jet thereby 

producing larger diameter fibers. 

 
Fong(20) recognized that higher polymer concentration resulted in fewer beads. At higher 

concentration, the bead diameter, if any, was larger. The shape of the beads changed from 

spherical to spindle like, when the polymer concentration varied from low to high levels. 

(Figure I.8) 

 
 

Figure I.8: SEM images of electrospun nanofibers with beads from different polymer 

concentration solutions(20) 

 

B) Evaporation of Solvent 

            The evaporation rate of the solvent is primarily responsible for formation pore in the 

micro- or nano fibers. During the electrospinning, the solvent will evaporate as the flying jet 

accelerates toward the collector. If the most of the solvent evaporates before the jet reaches the 

surface of the collector, well defined fibers will be formed. However, if the solvent used has a 

high boiling temperature, its evaporation process might not be complete when the flying jet 

arrives to the collector, and instead of fibers, a thin polymer film would be collected(65). 

 

            Solvent evaporation rate plays an important role on fiber morphology. By using volatile 

solvent, porous fibers can be obtained. For example, Porous cellulose triacetate (CTA) fibers 

with circular shape pores in the range of 50–100 nm were electrospun from methylene 

chloride(66).The mechanism of pore formation during electrospinning is complicated. Phase 
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separation due to fast solvent evaporation may be responsible for the pore formation(67).During 

electrospinning; the volatile solvent evaporates fast, which causes original miscible polymer 

solution to separate into two phases: polymer-rich and solvent-rich phases. Once the fiber 

solidifies, the polymer-rich phase forms the fiber matrix while solvent-rich phase gives rise to 

the pores. 

 

 

Bognitzki et al.(67) used highly volatile solvents to produce PLLA fibers and obtained 

electrospun fibers with pore sizes of 100 nm in width and 250 nm in length along the fiber axis. 

Lee et al.(68) studied the effect of volume ratio of the solvent on the fiber diameter and 

morphology of PVC fibers. They found that as the amount of DMF in the THF/DMF mixed 

solvent increased, the average fiber diameter decreased. 

 

Vapor concentration of solvent and temperature affects evaporation and solidification of the 

jet(69). Most investigations were carried out in an open atmosphere without controlling the vapor 

concentration of solvent. No systematic study was conducted on the influence of evaporation 

and solidification of the jet. 

 

Evaporation and solidification affected the fiber diameter and morphology. Fiber diameter 

became smaller when evaporation and solidification happened more slowly because of the 

higher vapor concentration of solvent. For poly (ethylene oxide) in water, the linear decrease in 

the diameters of electrospum fibers with increasing humidity provides an effective process 

control parameter. Beaded fibers were formed when jet diameter was very thin and the charge 

per unit area was smaller. The size of the beads and the length of fibers between them changed 

systematically as the relative humidity increased(70). 

Other physical and rheological parameters of the solution used can influence the fiber 

morphology as: 

 

C) Surface tension 

            Surface tension of the polymer solution has been closely associated with its tendency to 

form beads or beaded fibers when all other parameters are unchanged(16, 71, 72). This is because, 

when the jet forms from the solution, the surface tension tends to reduce the specific surface 

area of the jet by breaking it up into spherical droplets thus giving rise to the so called 

axisymmetric Rayleigh instability (Figure I.9)(16, 71). This causes bead formation. 
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Figure I.9: Onset of axisymmetric instability causing bead formation in the fibers. The 
pictures taken at different distances from the needle. a. 1 cm, b. 3cm, c. 5cm, d. 7cm, e. 

9cm,f. 12cm, g. 15cm, h. 30 cm 

 

The surface tension of a polymer solution is a characteristic dependent majority of the solvent. 

This property of the solution plays a critical role in the process by electro statically spinning. 

Indeed, it is surpassing the component that opposes to the formation of charge jet, which distorts 

the drop of solution at the tip of the needle to permit spinning. Different solvents may contribute 

to the surface tension thereby facilitating spinning. In general, a high surface tension suppresses 

electrospinning process, causes instabilities in the solution jet and causes the appearance of 

beaded filaments. Conversely, a low surface tension of the solution of polymer allows spinning 

with a smaller electric field while limiting training "pearls" polymer in the nonwoven(73). If you 

consider all the other constant spinning parameters, that is the surface tension, which determines 

the upper limits, and lower spin ability window(74). 

 

The surface tension can be lowered by using a low surface tension solvent(63)or by the addition 

of surfactant(75). For example, the addition of 40 g ethanol into 57 g water lowered the surface 

tension of PEO/water solution from 76 to 51 mN/m and fibers with fewer beads were obtained 

(63). A high critical voltage was needed for electrospinning PVA/water solution since water had 

surface tension of 73 mN/m(32). With the addition of a small amount of surfactant (Triton X-

100) into water, the surface tension decreased, which lowered the critical voltage for 

electrospinning, and PVA fibers were subsequently obtained. 

 

Zuo et al. observed that by increasing the surface tension of the solution while keeping all other 

parameters constant such as conductivity, applied voltage, and flow rate, the resultant fibers 

possessed beaded morphologies(71).Yao et al., on the other hand, used Triton X-100 nonionic 
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surfactant to reduce the surface tension of the PVA solution in water. They found that at least 

0.3% v/w of surfactant was necessary to achieve complete fiber formation from aqueous PVA 

solutions(75).The actual value of the surface tension required, however, was not reported. 

Overall, although not quantified, it has been suggested in the literature that the surface tension 

of the solution should be as low as possible for optimum spinning. 

 

 

1.3.2 Process Conditions 

           The processing parameters encompass the applied electric field, tip to collector distance, 

and flow rate or ejection rate of the polymer solution. By properly manipulating any of the 

parameters listed above, the morphology and fiber diameter of the electrospun fibers can be 

controlled. 

 

A) Applied Voltage  

            In electrospinning, the applied electrical voltage affects the jet stability and the fiber 

morphology to a remarkable degree. In general, an increase in the applied voltage causes high 

deposition rate due to large amount of mass flow from the needle tip. For the polyethylene 

oxide-water system, it was observed that the fiber morphology changed from a defect free fiber 

at an electrical potential of 5.5 kV to a highly beaded structure at 9.0 kV(76). 

 

Megelski et al.(64) determined the dependence of the fiber diameter of polystyrene fibers on 

voltage, and showed that the fiber size decreased more or less from 20 m to 10 m without a 

dramatic change in the pore size distribution when the voltage was increased from 5 kV to 12 

kV. 

 

Zuo et al. studied the effect of applied voltage on the bead formation(71). They found that by 

increasing voltage as 10 to 20, and 26 kV, the bead size in the PHBV fibers reduced as 14 to 

10, and 8 μm. A voltage of 30 kV produced completely bead-free fibers(71). 

 

Deitzel et al., on the other hand, observed that higher voltage than that minimally required to 

obtain bead-free fibers caused bead formation in the fibers (Figure I.10)(76).The authors 

attributed this result to the change in the shape of the liquid surface at the needle tip, which 

reflected the mass imbalance due to higher voltage. This imbalance occurred as the solution 
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was removed at higher rate than that of the delivery. This introduced instability in the initial 

part of the jet, which correlated, with the beaded morphology in the fibers(76). 

 

 
Figure I.10: Bead formation at higher voltage(76) 

 

It was proven quite early in the history of contemporary spin that the shape of the initial drop 

depends on the process parameters, but today there are two different views on the role of the 

applied voltage. Reneker et al.(2) have shown in their research on the PEO that the electric field 

does not influence the diameter of the nanowires. Zhang et al.(74) have demonstrated that when 

the applied voltage is large, it ejects a larger amount of polymer solution, which has the effect 

of producing filaments of large diameter. 

 

Other authors(64, 74, 50, 76, 77) have reported that the increase in spinning tension increases the 

repulsive electrostatic force to the jet of solution that contributes to shrinkage of the diameter 

of the filaments. In most cases reported in the literature, the authors report that a larger electric 

field, causes a greater stretching of the jet through more intense coulombic forces and therefore 

of the filaments of smaller diameter. In return for this reduction in diameter, the authors stress 

that the probability of formation of beaded filaments also increases with increasing electric field 

strength. 

 

Jacobs et al. studied the effects of applied voltage on the morphology of electrospun fibers using 

a polyethylene oxide (PEO) solution(78). The group noted that with a low applied voltage of 

5kV, there would be an irregular formation of fibers, bead like structures, a thicker fiber 

diameter, and a proper Taylor cone would not form(78). The same research group found that an 

applied voltage of 20 kV would decrease the fiber diameter and offer more uniformity 

throughout the electrospun fibers. When the voltage was increased to above 25 kV, the beads 
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that formed at 5 kV were present again(78). With the increase in voltage to above 25 kV, the 

polymer solution droplet that would form at the end of the spinneret would recede completely. 

As a result the jet was initiated from within the capillary, without the formation of a Taylor 

cone. A similar observation was found by Larrondo et al., who also demonstrated that the fiber 

diameter would decrease by nearly half when the applied voltage was doubled(79). Additionally, 

the group noticed that the aforementioned statement only held true up to a certain voltage, and 

that when the voltage was increased too high, there was a greater probability for large beads to 

form throughout the fibers. 

 

Figure I.11 below shows the effect of tension applied to the form of the Taylor cone with a 

constant feed rate. 

 

Figure I.11: Taylor cone according to the voltage to a constant flow of solution. 

 

When the applied voltage is increased (left to right), the volume of Taylor cone 

decreases. If the voltage is further increased, without being offset by an increase in 

solution flow rate, the Taylor cone is missing which generates a jet of discontinuity leading to 

an increase in the number of beads in the non-woven membrane. 

 

 

B) Solution Flow Rate  

           The flow rate or feed rate of the polymer solution from the syringe is a critical parameter 

that affects the jet velocity, Taylor Cone formation, and material transfer rate. It is important to 

strike a balance between the applied voltage and flow rate. Fundamentally, the applied voltage 
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is stretching or pulling the polymer solution toward the collector, while the syringe pump is 

ejecting the polymer solution toward the collector. Hence, it is important that an optimal balance 

is found so that a Taylor cone is formed and uniform fibers are produced. A lower feed rate is 

more desirable as the solvent will get enough time for evaporation, and result in a smaller and 

more consistent fiber diameter(80). Wannatong et al. studied the effect of flow rate on 

electrospinning as well, and found that when the flow rate is too high, the fibers form large 

beads, as there was not enough time for the solvent to dry prior to reaching the collector(81). 

 

C) Distance Collector /Needle  

            Another component to the electrospinning process is the gap distance – the distance the 

grounded collector is placed from the tip of the spinneret. The space between the two offers the 

solvent time to evaporate before the polymer becomes dry and aggregates on the collector. The 

influence this parameter has on fiber morphology is not as significant as the other parameters 

discussed above. Zhang et al. studied the effects of this parameter while electrospinning poly 

vinyl alcohol (PVA) and found no noticeable trends with the gap distance parameter(74). 

However, it has been suggested that flatter fibers are produced at closer gap distances, and that 

at larger gap distances the fibers tend to be more rounded(82). Moreover, as discussed earlier it 

is important to find an optimal gap distance that allows the solvent enough time to evaporate 

before the polymer reaches the collector. 

           The distance between the collector and the needle jet is related to the time of flight and 

strength resulting electrostatic. When the distance is small and the voltage is constant, the time 

flight is lower, the jet is less stretched and deposited fibers are larger diameters. 

However, the latter observation is based on the solution properties. Demir et al.(83) have shown 

that for a polyurethane-urea solution in DMF, increasing the distance of testimony or the 

decrease in the value of the field results in a decrease in the density of beads formed. 

 

D) Temperature 

            Mit-Uppathametal.have studied the effect of temperature on electrospinning of 

polyamide-6fibersin formic acid ranging from 25 to 60 ° C inside the spinning device, and 

discovered that an increase in temperature reduced the fiber diameter(21). The group suggested 

that since there is an inverse relationship between temperature and viscosity, the increased 
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temperature would decrease the viscosity of the polymer solutions, and as a result lead to 

smaller fiber diameter sizes(84). 

           The authors observed that certain physical properties (viscosity, surface tension and 

conductivity) decrease with increasing temperature. They explain that the temperature rise 

reduces degree of entanglement between polymer chains thereby reducing the viscosity. The 

small reduction in viscosity is the factor that explains the decrease in diameter. 

 

E) Humidity 

           The change in humidity is also an important environmental factor. In general, the 

spinning standard devices do not control humidity. Researchers also evaluated the impact of 

this parameter on the electrostatic spinning. 

 

Casper et al. investigated the influence of the ambient parameter humidity on electrospun 

polystyrene solutions. The research group found that an increase in the humidity resulted in the 

appearance of small circular pores on the surface of the fibers, and that further increasing the 

humidity would lead to pores that would coalesce(84). At allow humidity, the evaporation rate 

of the solvent would be faster, which could clog the spinneret within minutes. It is important to 

have an ambient humidity that will be conducive to the evaporation of the solvent as the 

polymer solution leaves the tip of the spinneret to the collector. Moreover, it is important to 

remain aware that the ambient parameters can also influence the electrospinning process. 

Effect of humidity on the morphology of electrospun PS/THF fibers was studied. When 

humidity was less than 25 %, no pores were visible in the fibers. With increasing humidity 

level, the number of pores increased significantly and the pore size ranged from 50 to 280 nm. 

 

 Breath figure theory(85) was used to explain this phenomenon. Breath figures form when 

evaporative cooling occurs as a result of rapid solvent evaporation during jet travel. The jet 

surface cools down and the moisture from air condenses on the fiber surface. When the fiber 

dries, the water droplet regions form pores. 

All of the parameters discussed in the sections above influence the final fabrication product, the 

electrospun fiber. Since there are so many variables that can affect the process, it is important 

to be mindful of each parameter and find a balance. Typically, through trial and error, many 

groups have succeeded in creating electrospum fibers that are consistent, uniform, and 

effectively enable cellular interactions for tissue engineering applications(57, 84, 86, 87, 88). 
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1.4 Different Types of Collectors 

            Although the morphology of the nanofibers can be controlled, to some extent, 

electrospinning can only lead to nonwovens arranged without order or structure. This random 

structure of filaments excluded conventional electrospinning for applications requiring 

structural organization. It was therefore necessary to obtain structures dimensional, two-

dimensional fibers obtained by process. The following sections describe the different types of 

collector developed forget these new fiber architectures. 

 

1.4.1 Static Collector  

A) Conductive Pattern Manifold 

           The control of the jet during the electrospinning through the design of new electrodes 

may be used to make more arrangements complex. Figure I.12 shows different patterns to two 

collectors and photos SEM nanofibers electrospun. 
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Figure I.12: Diagrams collectors patterned cross with 4 branches (A) and 6 branches (E) 
and SEM photos of nanofibers obtained in different zones (B, C, D and F) 

 

By varying the position and on the electric field and different patterns of collectors, it is possible 

to obtain three-dimensional structures of filaments (3D) at 90° or at 60°, thus increasing the 

complexity of the materials and opening nanofibers other Applications(89). 

 

B) Microstructure Collector 

            Recent research has used rapid prototyping engineering(89) to design and manufacture 

micro-structured collectors. A variety of models (sine, saw tooth, hexagonal ...) was 

manufactured with sizes (width and height) units ranging from 100 to 1000 microns. 

Subsequently, they examined the adhesion of fibroblast cell membranes of poly (D, L-lactide-

co-glycolide) (PLGA), harvested on these manifolds. They found that the fiber distribution 

reflects the topography of the collector. Fiber diameters are uniform for the sinusoidal model 

and hexagonal. A small reduction in the diameter to the model saw too this observed between 

the top and the portion around it. 

 

1.4.2 Cylindrical Collector 

            This is the most common elementary form after the non-woven random; it gives birth 

to a filamentary shape aligned. It was through a cylindrical rotating collector at a speed of 

several thousand revolutions per minute (r / min), it is possible to obtain a proper alignment of 

the nanofibers. Figure I.13 shows cylindrical collection device rotary used to obtain non-woven 

aligned with respect to each other. 
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Figure I.13: Rotating cylindrical collector for the unidirectional aligned nanofibers in 
the direction of rotation 

 

Boland et al., Using this technology, managed to produce filaments aligned glycolic acid poly 

(PGA)(90) (1000 r / min) and collagen(91) type I (4500 r / min). Figure I.15 Shows two SEM 

pictures of non-woven collagen (Figure I.14A) and PGA (Figure I.14B) aligned collected on a 

rotating cylindrical device. 

 

 
Figure I.14: Aligned nanowires collagen and PGA 

 

Although a clear alignment of the fibers is obtained, the degree of alignment is not optimal 

because there are still a significant number of non-aligned fibers, which are collected. 

In electrospinning, the jet is traveling at a very high speed. Accordingly, to align 

the fibers around a mandrel, it is necessary that the mandrel rotate at a speed very 

high. Such speed can be called alignment speed. If the rotation of the mandrel is 

lower than the speed of alignment, the deposited fibers are randomly oriented. 
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1.4.3 Sharpened Collector 

          Using a sharpened rotary disk, it is also possible to orient the fields and the electrostatic 

coupling at a high rotational speed; it allows to obtain alignment of nanofibers (92). Due to the 

concentration of the field lines towards the top of the disc, the jet will tend to follow the 

direction of the field lines converge and towards the blade disc. Permanent rotation of the disk 

causes the fibers along the blade by imposing an alignment. 

 
Theron et al.(92) were among the first to align the fibers of PEO, using a sharpened rotary disk 

15 cm in diameter and 0.5 mm thick. Due to concentration of the field lines toward the perimeter 

of the disk, the jet will tend to follow the direction of the field lines converge towards the 

periphery of the disc. The rotation Permanent disk causes the fibers along the perimeter by 

imposing an alignment. It has been shown that PEO nanofibers, having a diameter ranging from 

100 to 400 nm with a spacing of 1 to 2 µm can be aligned on the circumference of the disc. 

Figure I.15 describes the device spinning using a rotary disk for manifold. 

 

Zussman et al. used a tapering wheel-like disk as the grounding collector to generate aligned 

nanofibers(92). Aligned fibers were found to be deposited on the sharpened edge of the wheel 

collector. These authors believe that the sharpened edge of the wheel could greatly increase the 

local electrical field strength so that the charged fibers were wound on the edge preferentially. 

It is also possible that the fibers were further arrayed by the repulsive interaction between these 

charged nanofibers. 
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Figure I.15: Diagram of the rotary circular collector device and PEO filament obtained by 
this method 

 

The right photo is a SEM photo of filaments aligned PEO obtained by this spinning method. 

The typical speed of the disk to get aligned fibers about 1000 RPM, equal to a linear velocity 

of 10.46 ms-1. The use of a cylinder also possible to deposit aligned fibers(92). A manifold 

cylindrical diameter of 4 cm, rotating at a speed equal to 2.6 ms-1, allows obtaining a proper 

alignment of the nanofibers. 

 

1.4.4 Slotted Collector, Parallel Collector 

            Previous methods described allow obtaining aligned fibers involving the use of a 

mechanical rotation of a disc or a mandrel. The method collectors slots or parallel collectors 

that operate on the same principle, allow electrospun fiber alignment only by the behavior of 

jets in a field electrostatic. When two parallel conductive electrodes are placed under the needle 

with a space there between as, the electric field lines in the adjacent parallel electrodes are 

divided into two portions pointing towards the edges of the gap along the electrodes(93). 

 

Xia’s group developed another grounding collector design to obtain an array of nanofibers as 

shown in (Figure I.16a)(89).The collector is composed of two pieces of conductive Si wafers 

separated by an insulating gap, and the well-aligned nanofibers can be obtained across the 

insulating gap (Figure I.16b). This type of nanofiber array is believed to be caused by two types 

of electrostatic interactions(89). One is the electrostatic attraction between the positively charged 
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fibers and the negatively charged Si wafers that can stretch the fibers to align themselves along 

the direction perpendicular to the edges of the conductive Si wafers. Another one is the 

electrostatic repulsion between deposited fibers that can further enhance the degree of 

alignment. 

 

 

 
 

Figure1.16 :( a) Schematic illustration of the grounding collector to obtain arrayed fibers 
across the insulating gap. (b) SEM image of the arrayed PVP fibers. Adapted from ref.(89) 

 
1.5 Electrospun Fibers Characteristics 

           The process of electrospinning results in sub micrometer size fibers, which are laid as an 

extremely fine, randomly oriented, average pore size membrane. This explains the need to study 

the fiber characteristics of electrospun fiber web. The property of having large surface area of 

the web enhances the interest. We want to explain about the techniques of fiber characterization, 

namely and fiber diameter distribution. 

The characterization of electrospun nanofibers is difficult to achieve. The size of the materials 

being handled makes any complicated manipulation and possibility of obtaining an individual 

filament is very low if not impossible. For a good understanding and eventually a better master 

the electrostatic spinning, it is necessary to evaluate all the intrinsic parameters of the process, 

the polymer solution properties Mechanical nanofilaments. Generally, about electrospinning, 

there are three pillars characterizations of nanofilaments: 
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Physical and structural, mechanical and chemical(94). Currently, scientists are interested in 

nanofibers and more specifically to their morphological properties micro and nano and their 

ability to form three-dimensional networks. For this, many studies look to the influence of the 

spinning parameters on the morphology and characteristics of nanofibers. 

 

1.5.1 Objectives of Characterization 

            Analyzing the electrospun webs yield results and information, which will help 

researchers in improving the quality and predicting the overall performance of the electrospun 

web. Some of the reasons for characterization may be process control, process development 

and product or quality control(95). 

 

1.5.2 Shapes of Electrospun Fibers 

            It has been observed under scanning electron microscope that electrospinning a polymer 

solution can yield in addition to round nanofibers, a wide variety of cross-sectional shapes, 

which includes branched fibers, flat ribbons, ribbons with other shapes, and fibers that were 

split longitudinally from larger fibers(96).  

 

Jaeger et al.(97, 98) observed beaded electrospun fibers obtained from aqueous solution of Poly 

(ethylene oxide) and they reported that the bead diameter and spacing depended on the fiber 

diameter i.e., thinner the fiber, shorter the distance between the beads and smaller the diameter 

of the beads. They explained that the formation of beads is the draw resonance phenomenon, 

which occurs if fibers are drawn to high draw ratio.Yarin(99) and Entov et al.(100) developed a 

mathematical model for the break-up of jets of polymer solutions and they reported that the 

beaded electrospun fibers are related to the instability of the jet.  

Fong et al.(20) carried out experiments on aqueous PEO and reported that the formation of the 

beaded structures can be considered as the capillary breakup of the jets by surface tension 

altered by the presence of electrical forces. They found  four reasons for the bead formation, 

viscosity, net charge density, surface tension, charges on the jets and gave  solutions namely, 

as the viscosity is increased, beads become bigger, the average distance between beads longer, 

and the shape of the beads changes from spherical to spindle-like. 
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The beads become smaller and more spindle-like when the net charge density is increased. 

Decreasing the surface tension results in bead disappearance and neutralization of the charge 

affects, the formation of beads.  

 

As Koombhongse says, ‘this may be due to many reasons including, the ejection of smaller jet 

from the surface of primary jet, separation of primary jet into smaller jets, and electrically driven 

bending instability of the jet. The elongation of the jet and the evaporation of the solvent change 

the shape and the charge per unit area carried by the jet’. These shapes can be used as guides 

for the extension of existent models for the electrospinning process. 

 

1.5.3 Porosity 

            A pore can be defined as a portion of space bounded by solid surfaces and by planes 

erected where the hydraulic radius of the space exhibits a minima(102). The local minima define 

an arbitrary pore size. The hydraulic radius of a capillary of uniform cross-section is the ratio 

of volume of the capillary to the surface area of a capillary. 

 

Pore characteristic is one of the main tools for evaluating the performance of any nonwoven 

fabric and it applies to electrospun web too. The size and shape of the pore can influence 

permeability and filtration properties(103). Pore orientation reflects fiber orientation and pore 

placement indicates the structure uniformity and hence both have effects on fabric mechanical 

properties such as strength and elongation. The increasing success and demand for nonwoven 

webs in various areas and applications have led to the development of more effective and 

accurate methods for measurement of pore size, shape and other pore characteristics. 

 

Porosity, ‘ϕ’ is the fraction of the bulk volume of the porous media (Ub) that is occupied by 

void or pore space (Up). The void volumes include the blind pores, the closed pores and the 

through pores(104). The porosity for a solid material like metals will be close to zero while that 

of the highly porous medium like filters will be high. Depending on the type of porous medium 

the porosity of the material will vary from zero to almost unity. The porosity of a material 

depends on the mode of packing and compaction of solid particles in a consolidated material, 

whereas on the other hand it depends on the packing of the particles, their shape, size and 

arrangement in an unconsolidated material(105). 
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The measurement of porosity is dependent on the measurement of two of the three volumes of 

porous material, namely, the bulk volume, the volume of the solid matrix, and the volume of 

the pore space. There are various methods for the measurement of porosity and some of them 

are mercury injection method, imbibition method, optical method, gas expansion method, and 

density method. 

 

The pore size and its distribution are determined by two main techniques, namely intrusion and 

extrusion types. Mercury porosimetry is an example of intrusion type while the bubble point 

method is of extrusion type(106). Both types are based on the principle of capillary flow, which 

states that a porous material will allow a fluid to pass when the pressure applied on the system 

exceeds the capillary force of attraction of the fluid in the largest pore(107). 

 
1.5.4 Structure 

            Depending on the process and material variables the diameter of the fibers produced by 

electrospinning vary and it ranges from a couple of hundred of nanometers to a couple of 

micrometer fibers. The arrangement of fibers collected is usually random, with a slight bias to 

the machine direction. This is probably due to two main reasons, namely the movement of the 

collector and the air drag/suction. The variation in the length of the fibers has still not been 

quantified, but for sure, there is lot of variation in the length because of high speed splaying of 

fibers, charged jet and air current. During the electrospinning process, the polymer in the 

spinneret is subjected to various external conditions/variables. These variables can be broadly 

classified into control and process variables. The control variables mainly include the 

temperature and pressure of the polymer. 

 

The process variables and material used to produce the electrospun web effects the structure 

and properties of the web. The processing variables are classified into online variables and 

offline variables(108). 

 

The online variables have been defined as those that can be altered during the production of the 

web, and offline variables are those, which cannot be altered during the operation of the process. 

The online processing variables in general include electric voltage, the distance between the 

spinneret and the collector, the polymer concentration. The offline processing variables in 

general includes the diameter of the spinneret and design parameters. Although the concept the 

electrospinning dates back to many years now, not much of characterization has been done in 
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this field. The demand of these electrospun fibers in wide variety applications has influenced 

to develop the characterization and testing techniques for the webs produced. 

 

1.5.5 Fiber Diameter and its Distribution 

           One of the foremost roles of the electrospinning process is to produce thin fibers. Almost 

everybody who have done electrospinning experiments have reported that the fibers spun 

through this process have fiber diameters in the range of a few nanometers to a couple of 

microns.  

Fibers spun through different polymer solutions did not make much of a difference in the fiber 

diameter. The measurement of fiber diameter in the electrospun webs that have been reported 

in the literature is based using various techniques. The instruments for measuring the fiber 

diameter and the analysis have been done using various instruments, mainly scanning electron 

microscope, transmission electron microscope and atomic force microscopes.  

 

The analyses have been done by capturing of images through these devices called the 

micrographs. Fiber diameter distribution in nonwovens was done by Pourdeyhimi and Dent(109) 

through Image analysis techniques. The method uses a binary image to create a distance map 

of the image, which records the distance from each pixel to the background, and from the 

distance map, the fiber diameter at any pixel location could be determined.  

 

The distance transform applied to a binary image is accomplished by scanning the image twice 

in opposite directions. The image capturing and segmentation is done as explained by 

Pourdeyhimi and Dent(110). The algorithm for determining fiber diameter uses the skeleton, a 

distance-transformed image, and the skeleton acts as a guide for tracking the distance-

transformed image by recording the intensities to compute the diameter at all points along the 

skeleton. But, both the distance-transform and the skeletonizing procedures result in slight 

deviations at the corners. Since the measurements do not distinguish between true variations in 

diameter and variations caused by multiple fibers, being joined together, this causes the skewing 

of the distribution. There is no standard technique to measure the fiber diameter and analyze its 

distribution. 

 

To eliminate all possible errors, the ideal case of measuring the fiber diameter of electrospun 

webs would be to produce a good image of the web at a suitable magnification using the electron 

microscopy techniques and then analyze the image manually using suitable calibration scale. 
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The manual analysis usually consists of the following steps, determining the length of a pixel 

of the image, identifying the edges of the fibers in the image and counting the number of pixels 

between two edges of the fiber. 

 

1.5.6 Geometrical Characteristics  

            These properties include fiber properties such as length, cross-sectional area, shape and 

crimp. Fiber length uniformity, cross-sectional area of the fiber (fiber diameter) and fiber 

fineness affects processing efficiency and the quality of the final product. As the fibers become 

finer, the number of fibers in the cross section of a yarn will increase creating more regularity. 

Crimp describes the waviness or longitudinal shape of the fiber. Conventional textile 

manufacturing equipments require some degree of fiber crimp. All natural fibers are crimped; 

however, synthetic fibers must be crimped artificially to be processed into spun yarns. It is very 

difficult to control the length; fineness and crimp of natural fibers and the economic value of 

these fibers are mostly dependent on the uniformity of these properties. In terms of synthetic 

fibers, the length can be set to almost any desired value and their uniformity can be easily 

controlled. It is necessary to use techniques such as scanning electron microscopy (SEM), 

microscopy transmission electron (TEM) and more recently the Atomic Force Microscopy 

(AFM)(111).  

 

1.5.7 Mechanical Characterizations 

            The three most commonly reported mechanical properties are Young’s modulus, tensile 

strength, and elongation to break(112). These properties are determined from a stress-strain curve 

obtained by pulling the sample at a known rate and measuring the resulting resistance force 

until the specimen breaks. The testing rate and specimen size are determined based on the 

material and the testing station; the American Society for Testing and Materials, (ASTM) has 

published guidelines for appropriate testing procedures. The Young’s modulus, a measure of 

the stiffness or elasticity of a material, is the slope at low strain. The break point defines the 

elongation and tensile strength. 

  

Mechanical testing of thin polymer films is covered by ASTM spec D882, Standard Test 

Method for Tensile Properties of Thin Plastic Sheeting(113). The specimens are cut into 

rectangular shapes. The guidelines for strain rate account for the elongation of the material 

being tested, with faster rates given for materials with a large elongation to break.  
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Figure I.17: The diversity of application areas proposed for electrospun nanofibers(114) 

 

Nano fibrous mats have a high surface area to mass ratio (40-100 m2/g). This unique 

characteristic is ideal for various membranes applications such as: 

  Chemical membranes for removal of toxic products.  

 Protective clothing against chemical, biological or environmental attacks.  

 Ultrafine filters for air filtration in medicine, military devices, food processing and 

electronic industries to absorb tiny particles. 

 Highly breathable membranes due to high absorption capability and high porosity. 

About 30% of U.S. patents published on nanofibers are related to biological and medical 

applications. However, the first completely industrialized application of nanofibers was 

introduced in filtration due to its huge market. Nanofibers are also attractive materials for nano 

sensor applications because their high specific area provides the ability to absorb or react 

rapidly with low levels of chemical. 
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1.6.1Membranes Filtration 

            Membrane filters have been developed to enable the purification of molecules on the 

molecular weight or size, rather than on the physicochemical properties or biological functions. 

Filtration is required in many fields of engineering. The fibrous materials used for filters, 

provide advantages like efficiency high filtration low air resistance(115). Filtration efficiency is 

closely associated with fiber diameters that make up the membrane leaving or not spend 

particles on steric selection. Figure I.18 shows schematically the relationship between the 

diameter of the filaments and the filtered particles. 

 

 
Figure I.18:  Scheme of the relationship in principle between the diameter of the filaments 

and the filtered particles 

 

Since the channels and the structural elements of a filter must be adapted to scale particles or 

droplets that must be collected in the filter, in a manner direct develop effective ultra filtration 

membranes is to use size fibers nanometer in the filter structure(116). In general, because of the 

very large surface area with respect to volume, the nanofiber membranes have a strong 

cohesion. Of minute particles of about 500 nm can be easily trapped in the filters electrospun. 

In the field of global filtration, Freudenberg Nonwovens was the first and largest producer and 

seller of electrospun membrane filters for markets filtration of ultra-high efficiency since more 

than 30 years(117). This is one of the first commercial enterprises recognized  in the  domain  of 

electrospinning.  

 

Filtration efficiency or capture efficiency of filter media has been shown to be inversely 

proportional to the diameters of the fibers in filters. Because of the very high surface area-to-

volume ratio and the resulting high surface cohesion of nano fibers, particles on the order of 
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less than 0.5 micrometer are easily trapped in the nano fiber mats. Electrospun nano fibers on 

substrates such as glass, polyester and nylon have also proved to enhance the life of filters in 

pulse-clean cartridges for dust collection and increase the efficiency of filters used in cabin air 

filtration of mining vehicles. Polymer nanofiber mats can also be electrostatically charged to 

provide them the ability to capture particles by electrostatic attraction without an increase in 

pressure drop, leading to improve the filtration efficiency(118). 

 

 
Figure 1.19: Fractional efficiency (Filtration Efficiency versus particle size) for a standard 

cellulose media and nanofiber filter media(119) 
 

 
1.6.2 Biomedical Applications 

            From the biological viewpoint, almost all of human tissues and organs are deposited in 

Nano fibrous forms or structures. Examples include bone, dentin, collagen, cartilage, and skin. 

All of them are characterized by well-organized hierarchical fibrous structures realigning in 

nanometer scale. Because of this analogous behavior, it can be seen that nanofiber webs have a 

promising potential in various biomedical areas(114).  

 

Researchers have tried to convert biopolymers into nano fiber mats that mimic biological 

structures (118). It was also shown that electrospun biocompatible polymer nanofibers can also 
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be deposited as a thin porous film onto a hard tissue prosthetic device designed to be implanted 

into the human body. This coating film with gradient fibrous structure works as an interphase 

between the prosthetic device and the host tissues, and is expected to efficiently reduce the 

stiffness mismatch at the tissue/device interphase and hence prevent the device failure after the 

implantation(114). As another biomedical application, polymer nanofibers can be used for the 

treatment of wounds or burns of a human skin, as well as designed for haemostatic devices with 

some unique characteristics.  

 

With the aid of electric field, fine fibers of biodegradable polymers can be directly sprayed/spun 

onto the injured location of skin to form a fibrous mat dressing, which can let wounds heal by 

encouraging the formation of normal skin growth and eliminate the formation of scar tissue, 

which would occur in a traditional treatment Drug delivery with nanofiber capsules is another 

promising biomedical application of nanofibers. It is based on the principle that dissolution rate 

of a particulate drug increases with increasing surface area of both the drug and the 

corresponding carrier if needed. 

 

Drug delivery method and, generally, pharmaceutical applications make use of drug-containing 

electrospun fibers. A drug is introduced into the polymer solution for electrospinning and 

transformed into fibers that transport and simultaneously release active substances. Fabrication 

of core/shell fibrous structures has added to the versatility of these nonwovens affording a wider 

range of molecules to be released in a controlled manner(120). 

. 

Hu et al.(121) made use of emulsion electrospinning to successfully electrospin both hydrophilic 

and hydrophobic drugs into the poly (L-lactic –co-glycolic acid) (PLGA)/gelatin fibrous mats. 

The core /shell fibers structure where core carries a drug and shell, consisting of PLGA/gelatin 

polymer blend, enabled constant and sustainable release of Cefradine drug.  

 

Mickova et al.(122)used coaxial electrospinning setup to obtain liposome loaded PVA/PCL 

core/shell fibers (Figure I.20).Coaxial electrospinning was reported to preserve enzymatic 

activity of horseradish peroxidase encapsulated in the liposome, while monoaxial 

electrospinning setup caused the liposomes to break and release their encapsulated material. 
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Figure1.20: Schematic representation of the PVA/PCL core/shell fibers loaded with 

liposome and their SEM and confocal microscopy images(122) 

 

 

The efficacy of the core /shell fibers containing protein-loaded liposomes was tested in a cell 

culture study of mesenchymal stem cells and showed to stimulate the cell proliferation. 

 

Polyesters, having a slow degradation rate have been used as contraceptive devices. Dasaratha 

Dhanaraju et al.(123) incorporated contraceptive steroids into PCL microspheres. Two water –

insoluble steroids were encapsulated into PCL microspheres by double emulsion – solvent 

evaporation process. In vitro drug–release tests showed prolonged diffusion of these molecules, 

promoting PCL microspheres as promising devices for controlled delivery of contraceptive 

steroids(124). 

 

1.6.3 Protective Clothing 

            Because of their great surface area, nanofiber fabrics are capable of the neutralization 

of chemical agents and without impedance of the air and water vapor permeability to the 

clothing. Preliminary investigations have indicated that compared to conventional textiles the 

electrospun nanofibers present both minimal impedance to moisture vapor diffusion and 

extremely efficiency in trapping aerosol particles, as well as show strong promises as ideal 

protective clothing(114). Researchers, developing polymer nanofibers for various protective 

clothing applications, have found that compared with conventional textiles, electrospun 

nanofibers mats provide minimum impedance to moisture vapor diffusion and maximum 

efficiency in trapping aerosol particles(118). 
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1.6.4 Sensors 

            Results of studies on sensors indicate that the sensitivities of nanofiber films to detect 

ferric and mercury ions, and a nitro compound are two to three orders of magnitude higher than 

that obtained from thin film sensors. Polymeric nanofibers could also be used in developing 

functional sensors with the high surface area of nanofibers to facilitate the sensitivity. Poly 

(lactic acid co glycolic acid) (PLAGA) nanofiber films were employed as a new sensing 

interface for developing chemical and biochemical sensor applications(119). 

 

1.7 The Future of Tissue Engineering Scaffolds 

            Research in tissue engineering can be dated back to 1933 when Bisceglie implanted 

mouse tumor cells that were encased in a polymer membrane into the abdomen of chick 

embryos and showed the survival of these cells. Tissue engineering has since evolved into a 

highly interdisciplinary field in which almost every tissue and organ structure is actively being 

studied. However, few products have entered clinical trials and even fewer have been approved 

be the FDA for clinical use in humans.  

 

A major obstacle in the engineering of organs is the ability to organize cells in the proper 

manner and deliver nutrients to and from the system. Strategies for increased vascularization of 

the engineered tissue include release of growth factors such as vascular endothelial growth 

factor from the scaffold. Cell organization has also been enhanced by new scaffold processing 

techniques, which allow for a much more controlled fabrication of the scaffold architecture and 

morphology to acquire the appropriate tissue architecture. Scaffolds in the future will not only 

provide the correct microenvironment for the cells to reside in, but also supply the appropriate 

physiological stresses and soluble signals for functional tissue development. Advances in 

scaffold design will ultimately lead us closer to the goal of engineering fully functional tissues 

to restore, maintain or enhance tissues and organs. 
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Materials and experimental procedures 
 
Introduction: 
 

           The primary task involved in this research was the development of architected 

membranes of Poly (ethylene oxide), PEO, by a spinning process under intense electric field. 

The control of the networks morphology is achieved through the design and the realization of 

microstructure collectors.  

In this chapter, we present details about the polymer used to draw membranes. Poly (ethylene 

oxide) (PEO) has been extensively studied due to its unique behavior in aqueous media and its 

important industrial application. PEO has a wide range of applications in adhesives, drag 

reducers, additives, effective flocculants for finely dispersed solids in water, and packaging 

materials for insecticides and pesticides.  

After that, we expose the methods and materials used to measure the properties of the polymer, 

in particular the viscosity, viscoelasticity , elongation flow, surface tension, , and the 

electrospinning process parameters, such as the applied voltage, flow rate and the gap distance. 

Electrospinning was used to produce uniform nanofibers by system which is a spinning device 

electrostatic entirely designed to  "Laboratoire Rhéologíe et Procédés". The deposit of fibers 

was made on two types of collectors: a) Aluminum foil, b) micro-structured collector 

(dimension 3 × 3 cm). 

 

Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) was used for determining and characterizing the 

morphology of electrospun fibers and fiber webs. Fiber diameter and its distribution were 

assessed using the image analysis software Image (J). 

 

We provide the method concerning the study of the mechanical properties of PEO based 

composites for both fiber mat and short fiber forms by tensile tests, tests were performed at 

ambient temperature. The details of various materials used and experiments performed in this 

research are given below. 
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2.1 Materials  

           Among the polymers that have been investigated in electrospinning research, PEO is the 

one that has been most well characterized due to its unique properties that endow its ease for 

electrospinning. The chemical structure of PEO is presented in (Figure II.1). The extreme water 

solubility of PEO is of special interest compared to the degree of solubility in water of other 

polymers such as Poly (methylene oxide), polyacetaldehyde, higher molecular weight (greater 

than about 1000) Poly (propylene oxide), and Poly (trimethylene oxide)(125). PEO is also soluble 

in many common solvents such as acetonitrile, dichloromethane, carbon tetrachloride, 

tetrahydrofuran and benzene at room temperature(125). 

PEO-aqueous interaction mostly influenced by the temperature. The increasing of temperature 

is responsible for the decrease of its solubility due to breaking of hydrogen bond. On the other 

hands, at room temperature its water solubility is found to be dependent on its concentration. 

Indeed, water is a good solvent at low concentration and high temperature while it becomes a 

bad solvent at intermediate concentration, close to the critical concentration(126). 

PEO is a linear polymer that consists of ethylene and ether segments [-CH2CH2O-] n. The ether 

oxygen allows this polymer to interact with other hydrophilic species, while the ethylene part 

participates in hydrophobic interactions. Due to its amphiphilic nature, PEO is soluble in water 

by forming hydrogen bonding between the oxygen of the PEO ether group and the hydrogen of 

water molecules(127). In addition, the oxygen-oxygen inter distance on the PEO backbone 

matches the distance of the oxygen atoms (2.8 A°) in the water molecules, which is believed to 

be important in making the polymer soluble in water. This theory supports the fact that 

homologues of PEO such as Poly (methyl ethylene) and Poly (propyl ethylene) are not water 

soluble due to the mismatch oxygen-oxygen inter distance with that of water(128). 
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Figure II.1: Chemical structure of PEO 
 

Due to its water solubility, non-toxicity and electrospin ability, PEO has been used as an 

additive in biopolymer solutions to enable the formation of electrospun fibers. 

Different molecular weights Poly (ethylene oxide) polymers were used for the production of 

nano fiber structure (Sigma-Aldrich), (1.0 × 105, 3.0 × 105, 1.0 × 106, and 5.0 × 106 g/mol). 

Various solution concentrations used for each polymer. 

 

2.1.1 Preparation of Solutions 

           The polymer concentrations were prepared as dry weight percentages in deionized water 

and then stirring at 125 RPM at 30 mm amplitude by using a laboratory Shaker (SM 30 Edmund 

Bühler GmbH, German). Solution mixing was performed at room temperature for 4 days to 

ensure complete dissolution of the polymers and obtain homogeneous solutions. 

 

           The dispersion time of 1 month is the upper limit beyond which natural degradation 

arises, leading to the decrease of rheological properties of PEO-water solutions. The 

homogeneous state of polymer solution has been appreciated visually by checking the uniform 

natural light scattering of each sample, and it was confirmed by the reproducibility of 

rheological measurement for various samples from the same batch. Samples have been prepared 

and stored in darkness to prevent photo oxidation of polymer solution. 
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2.2 Rheological Behavior  

            Rheology is defined as the science of flow and deformation of materials. To determine 

the rheological consistency of a material both its viscosity and elasticity parameters must be 

studied. The viscosity of a material according to the rate at which it is sheared, provides 

important information about processing and performance. This can be important in production 

where stirring, dispensing and pumping of the product will subject it to a variety of shear rates. 

Low shear rate behavior can be related to storage conditions of materials: sedimentation, phase 

separation, and structure retention. Single point viscosity information does not profile the 

material across a spectrum of shear rates. The elasticity of an aqueous solution of high 

molecular weight PEO has been attributed to its linear and flexible chain structure that is 

conducive for the formation of uniform fibers during electrospinning(84).  

 

A) Viscosity 

            One of the three major physical characteristics of a solution that would determine the 

spin ability of a solution in an electrospinning trial is the viscosity of the solution. The Physic 

ARG2 Rheometer from TA Instruments (New Castle, DE, USA) was used to characterize 

rheological behavior of polymer solutions under shear in order to define the zero-shear rate 

viscosity η0. The cone plate geometry (diameter = 50 mm, cone angle = 2°, truncation = 60 μm) 

was used for this purpose. Small amount of polymer solution was poured between the plates 

the gap between which was maintained at 0.5 mm. The temperature of the plates was kept 

constant at (25 ± 0.1) °C. The top plate was rotated at a controlled rate to apply shear force on 

the solution. The shear rate was increased gradually to obtain a plot of viscosity against the 

shear rate. The value of viscosity was then estimated from the data.  Data were collected using 

a step shear rate procedure, a sufficient time was allowed at every shear rate value so that the 

shear stress reaches an equilibrium value. Viscosity was calculated as the ratio on the stress of 

equilibrium and the imposed shear value. In order to prevent rapid evaporation the solvents 

(specially chloroform), a small amount from a solvent was put around the sample during 

measurements. 
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B) Viscoelasticity 

            Small amplitude oscillatory shear experiments were carried out using a DHR3rheometer 

(TA InstrumentsUSA) equipped with cone plate geometry (diameter d = 60 mm, cone angle α 

= 0.01 rad) at T = 25°C using a water thermostat. Experiments were done in the linear response 

regime covering a frequency range from 0.0001 to 1000 rad/s of the sample around 3.0 mL. 

The instrument operates in a strain-controlled mode and amplitude sweeps at ω = 1 rad/s were 

performed prior to each frequency sweep in order to identify the linear viscoelastic response 

regime. All frequency sweeps were done at strain amplitudes γ0<100% to assure linear 

response. 

 
C) Elongation Flow          

           Characterization of elongational flow properties was done with a CaBER1 rheometer 

(ThermoHaake). A small quantity (0.5 mL) of sample filled the millimetric gap between two 

circular plates. The top plate was rapidly separated from the bottom plate at 2.0 × 10-1 mm/s 

speed, resulting in the formation of a filament between the two plates. After stretching, the fluid 

was squeezed by the capillary force imposing an extensional strain on the fluid. A laser 

micrometer monitors the midpoint diameter of the thinning fluid filament as a function of time. 

  

2.3 Surface tension Measurements 

            The principle of electrospinning is to overcome the surface tension with electrostatic 

forces induced by the intensity of the electrical field. In order to determine the relationship 

between the spinnability of the solutions and any existing correlations between the fiber 

diameter and the solvent ratio, the surface tension was used as a common factor for comparison. 

The surface tension at the air-liquid interface were measured by the pendant drop technique. 

 
 Test Protocol 

 
 1- Hanging drop method  

 

The so-called hanging drop technique gives access to the surface tension of liquids from the 

shape taken by the drops just before their expulsion of a capillary tube. The calculation is based 

on measuring the parameters of a drop of liquid freely suspended at the end of a capillary, as 

shown schematically in Figure II.2. Two form factors are introduced: 
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                                                      S =  �⍴.�. 2�                   eq.  

     S = ⍴� − ⍴� �. 2�      eq.  

 

With S the surface surface tension, Δ⍴ the difference of volumic mass density of the liquid and 

gas, g acceleration of gravity, de the equatorial diameter, and H the  distance between end of 

needle and the top of the drop. The characteristic dimensions of the drop describe above were 

determined from the capture of drop shape. 

 

 

 
Figure II.2: Profile of a pendant drop, according to B. Neindre in the K475 Technical 

Engineer (129) 
 

This method has the advantage of requiring a small amount of liquid. It is also particularly 

suitable for surface tension measurements in the presence of surface-active agents. 

The measurements were made by (GBX Digi drop, France). The PEO solution samples were 

dropped and hanged at the tip of the 0.81 mm internal diameter needle. Subsequently, the 

pictures of this hanged drop were taken for further image analyses to obtain the surface tension. 

The last 10 images were chosen to the maximum size of the drop before to fall. Further, the 

density of the PEO solution ( 0.7% PEO – 1.001 g/mL, 1.0% PEO – 1.002 g/mL , 4.0% PEO – 

1.008 g/mL, 4.3% PEO – 1.009 g/mL, 5.35% PEO – 1.011 g/mL, 9.2% PEO – 1.01 g/mL, 

10.3% PEO – 1.02 g/mL, and 25% PEO – 1.05 g/mL) were taken to determine the final values 

of the surface tension.  All the experiments were carried out at room temperature. A snapshot 

series was presented in (Figure II.3). 
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Figure II.3: Photographs used for the calculation, 40ms between each shot rightmost 
corresponds to ejection: not exploitable 

 

2.4 Membrane Production Process (Electrospinning) 

            The nanofiber produced with homemade electrospinning in designed to « Laboratoire 

Rheologíe et Procédés »in team of Prof. Frédéric Bossard. This system consists of a syringe of 

5mL which delivers the solution polymer to the tip of the needle (0.51mm) with a diameter of 

400 to 700 microns located vertically manifold and a syringe pump (KDS Legato 200, KD 

Scientific, Holliston, MA, USA) outdoor adjustable flow the spinning apparatus itself. The 

spinning system is vertical (taking into account forces of gravity). High voltage source was used 

to charge the solution by attaching the emitted electrode of positive polarity to the nozzle, and 

the grounding to the collector. 

 

The system was isolated by a wall of Plexiglas to avoid external interferes electrical 

phenomena, as well as any airflow disturbance. A precise adjustment of the tip to collector 

distance is made possible by usingcomputer system control. The range of variation was between 

2.0 and 50 cm. The density distribution nanofilaments on the receiving plate would be defined 

not only by the production time, but also by the manner in which the filaments are deposited on 

the support. The rate of spinning was from 0.02 to 0.1 mL/min after adjusted the flow rate and 

the distance between the tip of the needle and the collector, we studied two fibers deposition 

patterns; the first deposition on a sheet of Aluminum (Figure II.4) and the second was performed 

on a micro-structured manifold Copper dimension 3 × 3 cm with 1mm spacing between spots 

(Figure II.5). An electrical potential of 25kV was applied across a distance of 27cm between 

the tip of the needle and the outer surface of the collector.  

 

All experiments were done at room temperature. The relative humidity noted was between 30% 

and 50%. A visualization of the distribution of the fibers by SEM scanning electron microscopy 

was  carried out after checking the absence of beads and the continuity of the fibers by the 
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optical microscope(Zeiss ultra 55 SEM FEG, Oberkochen, Germany)operated at 1 kV. Prior to 

SEM imaging the PEO nanofibers were coated with 1 nm gold/palladium layer for 10 s. 

 

Figure II.4:  Machine electrospinning with the aluminum foil collector 
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Figure II.5:  Machine electrospinning with the static collector 
 

 
Collector used: 
We have used two collector types: 

 

1- An aluminum foil collector 
2-Micro-structured collector 
 
Different micro-structures can be used to obtain a uniform distribution of a membrane .This 

study showed that it is possible to have a distribution of fiber forming a very uniform primitive 

cell in a network. Cupper made of microstructure Collector used in "Laboratoire Rheologíe et 

Procédés" with the dimension 3 × 3 cm (made of Cupper) see (Figure II.6). 
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Figure II.6: The micro-structured collector used 
 

 

2.4.1 Operating Parameters of Electrospinning  

            The relevant operating parameters are flow rate, electric field strength, and electric 

current flow between the needle tip and collector. The volumetric flow rate is closely controlled 

through the use of a syringe pump. Field strength may be varied by changing either the applied 

voltage or the distance over which the voltage drop to ground occurs. Both variables were 

studied.  

 

2.4.2 Characterization of Nanofibers 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and fiber diameter Distribution (FDD) were used to 

address the morphology change of the nanofibers structures. 

 

A) Structural of Nanofibrous 

           SEM was a primary technique used for determining and characterizing the morphology 

of fibers. In scanning electron microscopy, a fine beam of electrons was scanned across the 

surface of a specimen to which a light conducting film has been applied. Secondary electrons 

emitted when the beam hits the specimen are collected to provide a signal used to modulate the 

intensity of the electron beam in a television tube to form an image that corresponds to the small 
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raster and information, pixel by pixel, emanating from the specimen surface, scanning in 

synchronism with the microscope beam(130). 

 

The SEM is used to quantify the diameters of the nanofibers and the distribution in size and the 

overall direction of the nonwoven. That is the observation technique more commonly used in 

the field because it is very easy and quick to perform and does not require large amounts of 

material. Fiber morphology was observed at CMTC-INP Grenoble, France, by the SEM field 

emission gun whose characteristics are Field Effect Canon (FEG) Schottky; High vacuum 

mode; Accelerating voltage: 100 V to 30 kV; Resolution secondary electron: 1 nm to 15 nm 

and 1.7 kV to 1 kV. Its principle is based on the scanning of a very thin electron beam, mono 

kinetic, the surface of a sample, which occur interactions detected by a sensor that controls the 

brightness of a cathode-ray oscilloscope whose sweep is synchronized with that of electron 

beam; it is thus possible to compare the SEM of a CRT system. 

 

The principle of a field emission gun is to use an advanced form very thin metal cathode and 

applying a voltage of about 2000-7000 volts between the tip and the anode. This produces, by 

"burst effect", a very intense electrical field, of the order of 107 V.cm-1, at the end of the cathode. 

The electrons are then extracted from the tunneling tip. The nanofibers of PEO solutions 1.0 × 

105, 3.0 × 105, 1.0 × 106, and 5.0 × 106 g/mol are observed. Average fiber diameters of the 

electrospun fibers were obtained as a mean value of 150 different diameters measured by Image 

J software. 

 

B) Fiber Diameter Distribution by Image Analysis 

            Fiber diameter and its distribution were assessed using the image analysis software 

‘Image J’ developed by (National Institutes of Health, USA). The image pixels were calibrated 

using the pixel length of a magnification bar (in nanometers) generated on the image in SEM. 

To measure the fiber diameter, a line was drawn on the fiber perpendicular to its axis. The 

length of the line was automatically converted into nanometers by the software. This gave a 

value of fiber diameter at that point. Hundred fifty readings were taken from each image to 

calculate the average value of the fiber diameter and the standard deviation of the diameter 

values. Using at least eight different images of each type of electrospun nanofibrous mats, inter-

fiber distances, Fd, were calculated using the empirical model(131). 
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 � = .5√��                 �.  

 

Where  

N = Number of fibers, and A = Viewing area 

 

2.5 Mechanical Test     

             A tensile test is a method for determining the mechanical behavior of materials under 

axial loading. In order to investigate the mechanical behavior of the membranes produced, 

Mechanical properties of the electrospunNanofibrous membranes were measured with the 

rheometer equipped (ARESG2-TA Instruments) pulling jaw at the drawing speed of 0.25 mm 

/ s. The fiber membrane was placed between the tension jaw (Figure II.7), after recording its 

weight and its initial surface. The force was related to the sample section to find the Young's 

modulus.  

 

All samples were prepared in the form of rectangular shape with dimensions of 30 x 10 mm 

from the electrospun fibrous membranes (Figure II.8). The thicknesses of samples were 

measured with a digital micrometer. At least five samples were tested for each type of 

electrospun fibrous membranes. 

 

The Young’s modulus from tensile testing (E) is defined in the following equation(132). 

 

E=  / ε           eq. (4) 

 

Where, 

 :is the maximum flexural tensile stress at break (Pa). 

=F/S 

 

ε: is the deformation 

=F/S 

F: is the force (N) 

S: is the surface area of the membrane (m2) given by: 

Surface area of the membrane (S) = (LW) 
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L: is the length of specimen (mm) ≈ (30) mm and W is the width of specimen (10) mm. 

 

 

 
Figure II.7: Device for the mechanic (ARESG2) with camera 
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Figure II.8: Sample was prepared in the form of rectangular shape with dimensions of 30 x 

10 mm from the electrospun fibrous membranes 
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Introduction: 

           In this study, one of the most important properties of the spinning solution is the 

viscosity, so it is necessary to study the rheological behavior of these polymer solutions to 

establish relations between the parameters of the spinning process and the physical properties 

and mechanics of materials obtained.  

 

            Electrospun-affecting factors had been evaluated for the production of Nanofibrous 

structure from PEO. The factors are categorized into two that is processing parameters and 

solution properties. Processing parameters comprised, applied voltage, collector distance, flow 

rate. Whereas, the solution properties include polymer concentration and viscosity. As the 

results confirm the average fiber diameter has direct correlation with increasing the 

concentration as shown in Table III.1.2. 

 

           This section gives details of the results obtained and explanations of the possible reasons 

behind the findings. The main objective of this work was to develop architected membranes of 

Polyoxyethylene PEO by electrospinning. Control of the morphology of the networks will be 

achieved through the design and realization of microstructure collectors. 

In this chapter split into two parts, are grouped various research carried out in this work. 

1. The rheological study of the polymer solutions for the spinning.  

2. Characterization the morphology of the fibers by the scanning electron microscope SEM. 
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3.1.1 Rheological Properties of PEO Solutions 

            Rheological behavior of PEO solutions examined repeatedly for studying the 

interactions between solvent and polymer as depicted in Figure III.1.1. The viscosity increased 

with increment of concentration of the same molar weight of PEO. Figure III.1.1 shows the 

rheological behavior of PEO solutions with in the range of concentrations from 1.0 wt% to 50.0 

wt%, at molecular weight of PEO (Mw ~ 1.0 × 105 g/mol). As the results confirmed the 

viscosity is nearly stable in the range of high shear rates. There similar evidence reported that 

by increasing the solution concentration, transitions occur from beads to beaded fibers then to 

homogeneous fibers(133). The same processing conditions, the PEO solutions of 1.0, 2.0, 6.0 and 

8.0 wt% concentration, the values of viscosity were maintained constantly around 22.0 × 10-4, 

38.0  × 10-4, 110.0 × 10-4 and 357.0 × 10-4 Pas, respectively. In the same case, solution 

concentration increased from 12.0, 14.0, 30.0, 40.0 to 50.0 wt% the viscosity become 21.0 × 

10-2, 4.0 × 10-1, 20.2 × 100, 95.0 × 100 to 498.0 × 100 Pas, respectively. The solutions with 

higher concentrations showed higher viscosities, as might be expected increment of total PEO 

weight in the solution. The decrease of shear viscosity against shear rate is known to due to 

entangled chain networks in polymer solution(134). If a particular solution has a high viscosity, 

then solvent molecules spread more evenly over the entangled polymer. Therefore, a higher 

solution viscosity results in more polymer entanglement, which serves to maintain a continuous 

jet during electrospinning. 
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Figure III.1.1: The viscosity of PEO polymer solutions (1.0×105 g/mole) as a 

function of shear rate at different the concentrations 

 

Figure (III.1.2A, B) shows the rheological behavior of PEO solutions at 0 =1 and 

concentrated regime. With different concentration (17.5, 6.0, 2.9 and 0.5 wt%) at molecular 

weight (1.0 × 105, 3.0 × 105, 1.0 × 106, 5.0 × 106) g/mole, respectively. The results show that in 

the Figure III.1.2A, B zero shear viscosity plotted against shear rate. Figure (III.1.3A, B) shows 

the rheological behavior of PEO solutions at 0 =1 and concentrated regime. With different 

concentration (25.0, 9.2, 2.9 and 0.7 wt%) at molecular weight (1.0 × 105, 3.0 × 105, 1.0 × 106, 

5.0 × 106) g/mole, respectively. The results show that in the Figure (III.1.3A, B) zero shear 

viscosity plotted against shear rate. We found Whenever least molecular weight polymer 

becomes more resistant that the value of any viscosity remains constant, such as the 

concentration of 25.0 wt%, which has  the molecular weight of 1.0 × 105 g/mole reverse the 

concentrations of high molecular weights have few viscosity.    
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Figure III.1.2: Show the Zero shear viscosity as functions of shear rate: A) represent at 0 
=1 and B) C=2C* 
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Figure III.1.3: Show the Zero shear viscosity as functions of shear rate: A) represent at 0 

=10 and B) C=2C* 

 

The zero shear viscosities of PEO solutions have been reported in Figure III.1.4 as a function 

of polymer concentration. For the most concentrated solutions having a non-Newtonian 

behavior, it may be difficult to measure the value of the zero-shear viscosity. To obtain it, the 
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experimental data were fitted using the Bird-Carreau model (Equation III.1.1) to extrapolate 

zero-shear viscosities. 

 

)
2

1
(

2

0 ))(1(

 n

K                            eq.(1) 

 

The power law exponent is found to be equal to 0.88, 2.67 and 5.33 for PEO of 1.0 × 105 g/mol, 

as 1.67, and 4.34 for PEO of 3.0 × 105 g/mol, as 2.05, and 4.53 for PEO of 1.0 × 106 g/mol, and 

as 4.09, and 4.58 for PEO of 5.0 × 106 g/mol molecular weight. According to de Gennes’s 

scaling concept, the polymer fully solubilized in the solvent can be classified into four regimes 

with the following exponents: dilute (η ~ C1), semi dilute unentangled (η ~ C1.25), semi dilute 

entangled (η ~ C4.8), and concentrated regime (η ~ C3.6)(135). The entanglement concentration is 

the critical concentration between the semi dilute unentangled and the semi dilute entangled 

regime. Semi dilute unentangled and semi diluted entangled are under the regimes of η ~ C1.1 ~ 

1.4 and η ~ C4.25 ~ 4.5, respectively(136,137). In general, the scaling exponents depend on the 

polymer, polymer conformation, and the interaction between the polymer and the solvent. 

Factors such as branching or solubility(138, 139) result in different exponents. 

 

In this study, the PEO polymer solutions of 1.0 × 105 g/mol with scales ~ C0.88, C2.67and C5.33 

were  in the dilute, semi dilute unentangled, and semi dilute entangled regimes, respectively. 

The PEO polymer solutions of 3.0 × 105 g/mol with scales ~ C1.67, and C 4.34, and of 1.0 × 106 

g/mol with scales ~ C2.05 and C4.53, and of 5.0 × 106 g/mol with scales ~ C4.09 and C4.58  were 

under the regimes  of  semi dilute,  unentangled and semi dilute entangled , respectively as 

shown in the (Figure III.1.4).  
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Figure III.1.4: Variation in zero-shear viscosity with concentration for the polymer 

solutions at different molecular weight (25C) 
 

 

 

3.1.1.1 Intrinsic Viscosity and Huggins Coefficient 

 
The reduction of viscosity of PEO (Mw  ~ 1.0 × 105) is defined as: 

 

cwwred  /)( 0                  eq.(2) 

 

red : Reduced viscosity 

0     : Zero-shear viscosity of polymer solutions 

w    : Newtonian viscosity of distilled water (0.97 mPa s) at 21◦C 

c : Concentration 

 

The reduced viscosity is illustrated in (Figure III.1.5) as a function of concentration c. The 

viscosity is defined with η0 (the zero-shear viscosity of polymer solutions) and ηw = 0.97 mPa.s 
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Where,ηrel is the relative viscosity; ηrel = η0/ηw 

 

kK is the Kraemer coefficient.  

 

The intrinsic viscosity obtained from both Huggins and Kraemer representations is about 3649 

cm3 g−1.The intrinsic viscosity is related to the molecular weight M by the Houwink–Mark–

Sakurada (HMS) equation: 

 

[η] = KM α  eq.(5) 

 

 

The constant value K= (0.003644) cm3 g−1 obtained in PEO solutions, with molecular weight 

ranging from 5.0M to 0.1M g/mol at 25◦C(140). 

 

3.1.1.2 Linear Viscoelastic Measurements and Relaxation Time Dynamics 

            In this dilute regime, where polymer chains are not entangled. However, the 

elongational stress that induced chain scission during stirring is most likely due to 

hydrodynamic forces transmitted by the suspending medium through friction. What happens in 

the concentrated regimes for which polymer chains are entangled? To answer this question, the 

rheological investigation was performed by linear viscoelastic measurements of PEO solutions 

at a concentration higher than 0.5 wt%, in order to measure viscoelastic response. 

Figure III.6 shows the dynamic storage modulus G  and loss modulus G  as functions of angular 

frequency for the reference solutions of PEO (Mw ~ 5.0 × 106) at 0.5 wt% and 1.0 wt%. It is 

evident that G  and G  with the increased angular frequency for all the samples (Figure III.1.6). 

This increased attributes due to low frequencies of the elasticity of the system dominates over 

the viscosity. The crossover of G  and G  where we obtained at the main relaxation time 0.081s 

in the system. On the other hands, the higher frequencies (Figure III.1.6) observed at the 

viscosity dominate region. Where the molecular chains had long enough time to rearrange, the 

samples behaved as a liquid and the predominant response to the imposed deformation is 

viscous response. As the shear frequency increased to exceed the frequency scale of molecular 

chain rearrangements, entanglements were somewhat stable and the samples were more like a 

solid. The crossover of G  and G  at intermediate frequencies (after log10)indicates 

concentrated solution or viscoelastic fluids or entangled systems(141).The linear viscoelastic 
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Figure III.1.7.B:  loss modulus G  as a function of angular frequency for PEO solutions 

at25C 

 

Figure III.1.8 (A,B) use to evaluate the isothermal ,loss modulus and storage modulus data as a 

function of angular frequency for a 5.0 × 106 g/mol and 1.0 × 106 g/mol, respectively. In 

addition, range of temperatures used to exam the PEO melting at narrow distribution(144).The 

results indicated that the values converged to a single curve by means of a horizontal shift. 
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Figure III.1.8A: Storage modulus G  and loss modulus G  as a function of angular 

frequency for1.0 wt % (5.0 × 106 g/mol) polymer solution PEO at different temperature 

 

 

 
 

Figure III.1.8B: Storage modulus G and loss modulus G as a function of angular 
frequency for 4.0 wt% (1.0 × 106g/mol) 
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3.1.2 Characterization of Nanofibers 

3.1.2.1Effect of Concentration and Molecular Weight on the Morphology of 

Nanofibers (Random deposition) 

Studies have shown that the polymer concentration and molecular weight can 

significantly affect the electrospinning process as well as the diameter and morphology of the 

resulting fibers(145). Hence, the effect of these parameters on electrospinning of PEO was 

systematically investigated as shown in Table III.1.2 and III.1.3. Different molecular weights 

for poly (ethylene oxide) polymers solutions (1.0 × 105, 3.0 × 105, 1.0 × 106, and 5.0 × 106 

g/mol) at different solutions concentrations for each polymer were used to evaluate the effect 

on fiber formation. (See table III.1.1) 

 

Table III.1.1: Samples preparation used with a different molar weight of PEO. 
 

Molar weight, 

Mw (g/mol) 

Concentration, 

(w/w) % 

1.0× 105 

3.0× 105 

1.0× 106 

5.0× 106 

8.0,10.0,14.0,20.0 

6.0,7.5,9.2,10.3 

2.9,4,4.3,5.35, 

0.5,0.7,1.0 

 

The electrospun PEO SEM images analyses were performed at different concentration of PEO 

to reveal the change of the morphology of the obtained nanofibrous structure as shown in 

Figures (III.1.10, III.1.11, III.1.12, and III.1.13). 

Figure III.1.10 shows a selected series of scanning electron microscope in order to illustrate the 

effect of the concentration of PEO solutions on the morphological appearance of obtained 

nanofibrous materials. At low concentrations (from 8.0 to10.0 wt %) or low viscosities (0.07 to 

0.13 Pa.s), a large number of beads were observed (Figure III.1.10 a, III.1.10 b). On the 

contrary, the PEO solution which have a higher concentration produced nanofibers without 

beads. Empirical evidence reported by number of authors indicates that by increasing the 

solution concentration, transitions occur from beads to beaded fibers to homogeneous fibers(50, 

62). As an example, the studies showed that varying the viscosity of polyethylene oxide (PEO) 

(MW : 9.0 × 105 g/mol) in water from 13 to 1250 cP by increasing the solution concentration 
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from 1.0 to 4.0 wt%, transitions from beads to uniform nanofibers could be effectively 

achieved(146). 

The formation of beads along the electrospun fibers could be a result of a number of affecting 

phenomena. For-instance, it could be a result of the viscoelastic relaxation and the work of the 

surface tension upon the reduction of the Coulombic force once the fibers are in contact with 

the grounded target that drives the formation of the beads(146).This phenomenon would only 

occur when the charged jet was not ‘‘dried” enough prior to its deposition on the target, causing 

some parts of the partially discharged jet to contract and form beads. As soon as the collected 

jet is ‘‘dried’’ enough, contraction can no longer occur any more, thus leaving only beaded 

fibers on the target. The ‘‘dryness’’ of the charged jet is controlled mainly by the amount of 

solvent that can evaporate during the flight of the charged jet to the target. The amount of 

evaporating solvent is determined by a number of factors such as the boiling point of the solvent, 

the initial concentration of the solution, the solution and the ambient temperatures, the diameter 

of the charged jet which continuously decreases during its flight to the target and the total path 

length that the charged jet travels from the nozzle to the target which significantly depends on 

the extent of the bending instability(2, 82) that occurs. 

 

At such low viscosities, the viscoelastic force (a result of the low degree of chain 

entanglements) in a given jet segment was not large enough to counter the higher Columbic 

force, resulting in the break-up of the charged jet into smaller jets, which, as a result of the 

surface tension, were later rounded up to form droplets. This phenomenon has been familiarized 

in industry as the electro spraying process and has commonly been used in many applications 

such as paint spraying, ink-jet printing and powder coating(147). 

 

At higher concentrations or higher viscosities, the charged jet did not break up into small 

droplets. This caused a direct result to increase the chain entanglements, which were sufficient 

to prevent the break-up of the charged jet and to allow the Columbic stress to further elongate 

the charged jet during its flight to the grounded target. At end, this make the collected fibers 

thinned down to nan-scale diameter(50). An increased in the concentration of the solution from 

10.0 wt% to 14.0 wt% (or the viscosity to 0.4 Pa.s) resulted in the reduction disappearance of 

the beads, leads to produce beads free fibers (Figure III.1.10c). However, the concentration of 

the solution was increased to 20.0 wt% (or the viscosity to 2.2 Pa.s), the beads disappeared 

altogether, leaving only smooth ultrafine nanofibers on the target (Figure III.1.10d). 
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In Figures III.1.11, and III.1.13. We found the form of fibers gradually increased from beads to 

uniform fibers with increasing of concentration and molecular weight. The average diameter at 

different concentration and different molecular weight measured by image j. 

In the Figure III.1.12, the product of electrospinning varies at the different concentration and 

molecular weight representing fibers and beads. At 2.9 wt% concentration, may not be enough 

resulting beadles fibers formation (Figure III.1.12a). A possible reason for such an observation 

is that at low concentrations and viscosity, fibers will break up into droplets before reaching the 

collector due to the effects of surface tension(148). Upon an increase in polymer concentration 

to 4.0 wt% and thus by an increase in viscosity, the beads decreased, uniform fibers with few 

elongated beads were observed compared to the lower concentration of 2.9 wt% (Figure 

III.1.12b). More uniform fibers and the thicker diameters of fibers were formed with the 

increase of the PEO concentration(80).The fiber diameter of the 5.35 wt% concentration of PEO 

nanofibers has around 17 nm difference compared to the lower concentration of 4.3 wt% 

(Figure III.1.12c, III.1.12d) .This may be due to fiber diameter also increased with viscosity. It 

is widely reported that higher concentrations result in larger fiber diameters(76, 93). 

 

Some of the possible reason of this reduction of beads and formations of fine fibers trends are 

supported by two instabilities acting on the polymer solution jet. These are axisymmetric 

varicose instability (Rayleigh instability) and non- axisymmetric whipping instability(149, 

150).The former results from the surface tension of the solution, which tends to minimize the 

surface area by forming individual droplets. The latter is produced due to the presence of the 

electrostatic field. This causes bending and stretching of the jet through a rapidly spiraling 

motion, which is required for the development of ultra-fine fibers. Which of these instabilities 

dominates depends on the factors related to solution properties and operating conditions. These 

are solution viscosity, conductivity, surface tension, and the strength of the applied electric 

field(149, 150). 

 

For a given molecular weight, the chain entanglements are increased with polymer 

concentration(16, 17). Therefore; an increased in concentration generally results in the following 

progression in fiber morphology(15, 16, 151) : beads only, beaded fibers, nanofibers, and globular 

fibers or macro beads. This last result is due to the entanglements being so high that in many 

regions the chains are not able to slip apart adequately to form uniform fibers. The second key 

parameter that affects the morphology of the fibers is the solution conductivity(20, 71). Fluids 

with high conductivity have high surface charge density. Under a given electric field, this causes 
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it is difficult to split them. Lower viscous solutions are easy to split and they are much easier to 

splay to form fibers. Hence, lower polymer solution concentration yields lower diameter 

fibers(92). 

 

 

 

Figure III.1.14: The average of diameter distribution of 7.5 wt%, 9.2 wt% and 10.3 wt% of 

PEO ~ 3.0 × 105g/mol 

 
 

Figure III.1.15: The average of diameter distribution of 4.0 wt%, 4.3 wt% and 5.35 wt% of 
PEO ~ 1.0 × 106g/mol 
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Figure III.1.16: The average of diameter distribution of 20.0 wt%, 10.3 wt%, 5.35 wt%, and 
1.0 wt% of PEO ~ 1.0 × 105, 3.0 × 105, 1.0 × 106, and 5.0 × 106 g/mol respectively 

 

 

3.1.3 Effect of Molar Weight and Concentration on Surface tension and 

Viscosity 

            The viscosity, net charge density, and surface tension of solution are key parameters for 

the formation of the stabilized jets(126).The results in the Table III.1.2 depict the direct relation 

of concentration and viscosity on the increased AFD of PEO. For instance, increasing of the 

concentration PEO solutions (1.0 × 105 g/mol) from 17.5 to 25.0 wt% leads increasing of 

viscosity and AFD from 0.99 to 5.36 Pa.s and 128.0 to 203.0 nm, respectively. In the same case 

(3.0 × 105 g/mol) from 7.50 to 10.30 wt% increased the viscosity and AFD from 3.17 to 5.92 

Pa.s, and 179.0 to 243.0 nm, respectively. PEO solutions (1.0 × 106 g/mol) with concentration 

increment from 4.0  to 5.35 wt% leads also to increase the viscosity and  AFD from 4.59 to 

11.93 Pa.s, and 175.0 to 274.0 nm, respectively. For (5.0 × 106 g/mol) at a concentration range 

from 0.70 to 1.0 wt% possessed the viscosity and AFD from 0.45 to 2.46 Pa.s and 135.0 to 

193.0 nm, respectively. These behaviors can be related to the fact that an increase in polymer 

concentration causes an increase in viscosity, which in turn causes the splay (formation) of 

thicker fibers(83). Higher polymer concentration means there is high viscous force within the 

solution and there are more molecules. Because of high of molecules, it is difficult to split them. 
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Lower viscous solutions are easy to split and they are much easier to splay to form fibers. Hence, 

lower polymer solution concentration yields lower diameter fibers. 

 

            Surface tension of these concentrations of PEO was measured in order to investigate the 

influence of the molecular weight. At 3.0 × 105, and 1.0 × 106 g/mol molecular weights, surface 

tension almost remains constant at a value of 37.0 and 33.0 mN/m with a deviation of 0.74 and 

0.67, respectively. However, slight difference was noticed at 1.0 × 105, and 5.0 × 106 g/mol 

molecular weights (Table III.1.2). The results of Table III.1.2 show that with increasing 

molecular weight and concentration change in surface tension is insignificant. In general, 

surface tension has invers related with the increase of molecular weight and concentration of 

the PEO solutions as shown in the Table III.1.2. This slightly inverse relation has happen due 

to a drop of polymer on a horizontal surface is flattened rather then spherical. This is due to the 

force of gravity. Other factors that cause the droplet to flatten on the surface include higher 

liquid density, decrease in surface tension and increasing the volume of the droplet(152). 

 

Table III.1.2: Molecular weight, concentration, surface tension, viscosity, and average 
fiber diameter (AFD) of electrospun of PEO at 25C. 
 

Molecular Weight 

(g /mol) 

Concentration 

(W/W %) 

Surface tension 

(mN.m-1) 

Viscosity 

(Pa.s) 

AFD 

(nm) 

1.0 × 105 
17.50 35.03 ± 0.4 0.99 128.0 ± 69 

25.00 32.05 ± 0.2 5.36 203.0 ± 73 

 

3.0 × 105 

7.50 38.21 ± 1.2 3.17 179.0 ± 73 

9.20 37.76 ± 0.9 3.96 189.0 ± 29 

10.30 37.13 ± 0.8 5.92 243.0 ± 39 

 

1.0 × 106 

4.00 33.00 ± 0.4 4.59 175.0 ± 32 

4.30 33.10 ± 0.2 5.75 257.0 ± 51 

5.35 33.81 ± 0.7 11.93 274.0 ± 43 

 

5.0 × 106 

 

0.70 35.38 ± 1.7 0.45 135.0± 48 

1.00 32.26 ± 1.1 2.46 193.0 ± 50 
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3.1.4 Electrospun Processing Parameters   

            The most influential spinning parameters are the concentration of polymer solutions, 

voltage, collector distance and the injecting rate. Each of these parameters significantly 

influences the morphology of fibers obtained by electrospinning. A proper handling of these 

parameters provides nanofibers morphology and desired diameter. The parameters used are 

shown in Table III.1.3. 

Table III.1.3: Processing parameters used in the experimental study. 
 

Molecular 

Weight 

(g /mol) 

Concentration 

(W %) 

Distance  

(cm) 

Voltage  

(kV) 

Flow rate 

(mL /h) 

Observations 

(with SEM) 

 

1.0 × 105 

8.0 24.0 -8.50,+10.85 0.04 Beads 

10.0 27.0 -10.2,+11.49 0.06 Beads 

14.0 30.0 -9.72,+10.32 0.02 Fibers 

20.0 32.0 -8.25,+9.560 0.04 Fibers 

 

3.0 × 105 

6.0 24.0 -11.6,+11.60 0.08 Beads 

7.5 24.0 -11.6,+11.56 0.06 Fibers 

9.2 30.0 -10.6,+12.48 0.08 Fibers 

10.3 32.0 -10.5,+12.16 0.08 Fibers 

 

1.0 × 106 

2.9 25.0 -10.9,+10.79 0.04 Fibers 

4.0 32.0 -10.0,+11.90 0.06 Fibers 

4.3 32.0 -10.5,+12.15 0.06 Fibers 

5.35 32.0 -9.79,+10.11 0.09 Fibers 

 

5.0 × 106 

 

0.7 32.0 -6.41,+5.24 0.1 Fibers 

1.0 32.0 -3.86,+4.32 0.1 Fibers 

 

The distance between the tip of the capillary and the grounded plate can have a significant 

impact on morphology of electrospun nanofibers. Four different distances were chosen 24.0, 

27.0, 30.0, and 32.0 cm between the tip of the needle and the grounded plate. For a particular 

molecular weight, other parameters such as concentration, voltage and feed rate were from 0.7 

wt% to 20.0 wt%, 11.60 to ± 12.48 kV and 0.02 to 0.1 L/h respectively. As the distance 

between the tip and grounded plate increased, more uniform and smaller AFD without beads 

nanofiber were obtained in all PEO sample. In Table III.1.3 shows, the trend observed for the 

PEO samples. The distance increased a progressive reduction in bead occurrence and an 

increase in fiber concentration is observed, applied voltage. 
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3.1.5 Porosity  

            One of the key characteristics of membranes for the specific end-use of tissue 

engineering is the porosity and pore size distribution. A natural phenomenon occurs during 

cellular proliferation when a fibrous material is present in the cellular culture(153).The cells tend 

to grow along the fibers. Many researchers believe the structure, shape, and orientation of the 

fibers can influence the cellular growth and direction. 

 

Because the overall porosity could not be measured directly, indirect calculation was used to 

determine the theoretical porosity using the density of the polymer and the density of the 

membrane. The overall porosity was reported as a percentage. 

 

 
dp

(A x t)Mm/ 
  =  (dm)density apparent    Membrane                     eq.(8) 

                    x100
dp

dm
-1 = (P)Porosity 




                                                         eq.(9) 

 

 

Where,  

 

dm= Density of the membrane (g/cm3) 

dp = Density of the polymer (g/cm3) 

Mm= Mass of the membrane (g) 

A   = Area of membrane (length x width) (cm × cm) 

t= Thickness of the nanofibrous membranes 

 

The thicknesses of the nanofibrous membranes were measured by a digital micrometer 

(Mitutoyo IP65, Japan) with an accuracy of ± 0.001 mm. These thickness measurements were 

used to calculate the membrane apparent density using equation (III.1.8), values of which were 

used to calculate the membrane porosity according to equation (III.1.9). 

 

The density of the polymer (dp) was found in the literature and reported as 1.13, 1.21 g/cm3. 

The mass of the membranes was measured gravimetrically at the time of collection using a 

scientific balance accurate to ± 0.01mg.The membrane porosity results were calculated as the 

average ± standard deviation. 
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TableIII.1.4: Reports the molecular weight, concentration, mass, thickness of the 
electrospun membranes and the porosity of the membranes. 
 

Molecular Weight 

(g /mole) 

Concentration 

(W/W %) 

Mass 

(g) 

Thickness 

(cm) 

Porosity 

(%) 

1.0 × 105 25.00 0.00053 0.9 93.70 

3.0 × 105 
7.50 0.00014 0.85 80.00 

10.30 0.00059 0.91 91.70 

1.0 × 106 
4.00 0.00042 0.92 90.20 

5.35 0.00051 0.95 91.60 

5.0 × 106 

 

1.00 

 

0.0005 0.71 92.40 

 

3.1.6 Elongational Rheometry 

            The earliest determinations of elongational viscosity were made for the simplest case of 

uniaxial extension. Trouton (154) and many later investigators James and Walters(155) found that 

for incompressible Newtonian liquids, the elongational viscosity ηE is three times the shear 

viscosity ηS. Many materials including polymer melts and solutions exhibit shear thinning in 

shear and strain hardening in uniaxial extension. Even low to medium viscosity solutions may 

exhibit significant strain hardening effects if they include small amounts of high molecular 

weight polymer(156). 

 

           Several devices for measuring the elongational viscosity of polymer solutions have been 

developed during the last decades. These techniques are often constrained by the difficulty of 

establishing and maintaining a uniform elongational flow field for long enough that a steady 

state can be reached(157). The review of James and Walters(155) surveys the difficulties inherent 

with devices such as opposed jet rheometers and contraction geometries. The experimental time 

and strain windows in the region of strong extension are limited and the path of a typical fluid 

element does not provide a motion with constant stretch history. Filament stretching devices 

have their genesis in the work of Matta and Tytus(158) who suggested the use of a small 

cylindrical mass accelerating freely under gravity to stretch a small liquid bridge connecting 

the mass to a stationary support.  
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            The technique has been applied to various kinds of complex fluids including carbon 

nanotube suspensions(159), concentrated emulsions(160), cross linked polymeric thickener 

solutions (161), or wormlike micellar solutions (162).But over the years, a strong focus was on 

weakly elastic fluids including aqueous solutions of poly (ethylene oxide) (PEO)(163). 

 

           These fluids form uniform, exponentially thinning cylindrical filaments; thus, the 

elongation rate εis constant throughout the filament and also in time. These fluids clearly exhibit 

strain hardening. However, the calculation of an elongational viscosity is not straightforward 

since the stress in axial direction is not known. Nevertheless, a relaxation time λE characterizing 

the exponential decay of the filament diameter can be extracted. 

 

PS Boger fluids with concentrations c around the critical over lap concentration c∗ elongational 

relaxation times λE close to the longest Zimm relaxation time λZ were found by Bazilevskii et 

al.(164), and for a PEO solution with c ≈ c∗ Oliveira et al.(2006) report λE ≈ λS, were λS is the 

longest relaxation time obtained from small amplitude oscillatory shear. On the other hand, it 

has been clearly shown for PEO as well as PS  solutions that the elongational relaxation time 

can vary significantly with concentration even far below c∗, and values 1 < λE/λZ <10 were 

reported for 0.01 < c/c∗< 1, but also λE/λZ <1 are documented for very dilute solutions down to 

concentrations of 0.2 ppm(164). 

 

So far, little is known about the relationship between shear and elongational relaxation time (as 

deduced from CaBER) for semi-dilute and concentrated solutions with c > > c∗. For wormlike 

micellar surfactant solutions, λE/λS ≈ 1/3 has been reported(165), which might be attributed to a 

breakup of micelles and structural changes in strong flows of these solutions. 

 

It may be either due to flow-induced structural changes like breakup of aggregates/complexes 

or a limited extensibility of these objects due to internal attractive interactions not present in 

solutions of linear flexible polymers. 

 

The finding that λE/λS strongly decreases with increasing concentration, and discussed the 

relationship between λE and λS on the basis of a simple integral constitutive equation using a 

single relaxation time and a damping function h to account for the effect of the large 

deformations present in CaBER experiments. Finally, the reporting on the beads-on-a-string 

instability also occurring in these concentrated solutions prior to filament breakup. For 
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viscoelastic fluids, this phenomenon has been described first by Goldin et al.(166), and it has 

been studied intensively since then especially for dilute solutions of PEO. 

 

But high stresses due to the elongation of polymer molecules (strain hardening) lead to a 

stabilization of filaments and the instability occurs, only when the extensibility limit of the 

molecules is reached. The formation of beads, the occurrence of satellite drops, and also so-

called sub-main drops has been discussed intensively within the framework of fluid mechanics. 

 

The beads-on-a-string structure can be accompanied by a flow-induced phase separation for c 

> c∗: the solvent is enriched in the beads, while the filaments connecting them mainly consist 

of highly extended polymer chains(167). Here, find that the droplet diameter is essentially 

independent of concentration and molecular weight of the dissolved polymer over a wide range 

of viscosities and relaxation times. These results support the earlier finding, that for semi-dilute 

and concentrated PEO solutions the phenomenon may be controlled by a demixing of polymer 

and solvent induced by the large elongational strain occurring during capillary thinning. 

 

All solutions investigated here form stable, liquid filament bridges in Caber experiments, and 

after a short induction time, the filament shape is essentially cylindrical except for the regions 

close to the endplates. The initial filament midpoint diameter D0 is mainly controlled by the 

ratio hf/h0 and lies in the range of D0 ≈ 1.0 – 1.2 mm. The time evolution of the normalized 

filament diameter D (t)/D0 for solutions with Mw ~ 105, 3.0 × 105, 106 and 5.0 × 106 g/mol are 

shown Figure III.1.17 obviously, filament lifetime strongly increases with increasing polymer 

concentration.  

 

But the filaments break at an essentially constant ratio D/D0 ≈ 5 × 10−3. This is in contrast to 

the behavior e.g. of the thickener solutions investigated before(168). For these solutions, a strong 

increase of the maximum attainable Hencky strain with increasing polymer concentration was 

observed. Attribute this difference to the fact that filament breakup of the PEO solutions is 

preceded by the occurrence of a bead-on-a-string instability, which discussed in more detail. 
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Figure III.1.17: Normalized filament diameter in CaBER experiments for PEO solutions. 
The time t = 0 is defined as the time at which theupper plate has reached its final position. 

Mw ~ 105, 3.0 × 105, 106and 5.0 × 106 g/mol and 
C = 0.7 - 25 wt% 

 

The system at different concentration and molecular weight presents different decays in (Figure 

III.1.18.A) the decay appears to be linear, Semi-log plot whose function is Y= a.eb.x by the way, 

Concentration of 9.2 wt% presents a fast decay with time showing a curve that’s meaning when 

the compound need more time that’s leads to be more elasticity 0.7 % PEτ Mw ~ 5.0 × 106 be 

more elasticity (Figure III.1.18.B). 
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Figure III.1.18.A: Normalized filament diameter in CaBER experiments for PEO solutions. 
The time t = 0 is defined as the time at which theupper plate has reached its final position. 
Mw ~ 3.0 × 105and 5.0 × 106 g/mol, C = 9.2 wt% and 0.7 wt %.( Diameter as a function of 

time (Log/Log) 

 

 

Figure III.1.18. B: Normalized filament diameter in CaBER experiments for PEO 
solutions. The time t = 0 is defined as the time at which the upper plate has reached its final 

position. Mw ~ 3.0 × 105and 5.0 × 106 g/mol, C = 0.7 wt% and 9.2 wt %. ( Diameter as a 

function of time (log/linear) 
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The low λE values found in these solutions of linear flexible polymers seem to be due to the 

strong nonlinear deformation the fluids experience in CaBER experiments. Much lower λE/λS 

ratios have been found for commercial acrylic thickener solutions(168). These polyelectrolytes 

are known to form large aggregates due to hydrophobic interactions and in the cases the low 

λE/λS ratios may be due to structural changes induced by the strong elongational deformation 

during capillary thinning. Understanding the physical meaning of λE is crucial for the 

interpretation of CaBER experiments and obviously requires careful experimental as well as 

theoretical investigations. 

 

This phenomenon has been described first by Goldin et al. (1969), and it has been studied 

intensively since then(167). For PEO solutions with c <  c∗, the formation of beads has been 

investigated intensively. For PEO solutions with c ≈ c∗, it has been directly shown, that the 

beads on- a-string structure is accompanied by a flow-induced phase separation: the solvent is 

enriched in the beads, while the filaments connecting them mainly consist of highly extended 

polymer chains(167). Here, we find that the beads-on-a-string instability is pertinent even at 

concentrations. 

 

The filament breakup observed in CaBER experiments on acrylic thickener solutions(168) is 

different in nature. Despite their intermolecular aggregation and high apparent molecular 

weight, these thickener solutions are not entangled. They thin homogeneously and break at a 

critical D (t)/D0 ratio which decreases with increasing polymer concentration, but at all 

investigated concentrations, this critical D (t)/D0 ratio is clearly higher than the value found for 

the PEO solutions investigated here and no beads-on-a-string instability is observed. 
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Conclusion  

            The obtained results confirm the number of deposited nanofibers of PEO has direct 

correlation with increasing polymer concentration. In addition, the results clearly verified that 

the viscosity, flow rate and applied voltage have strong influence on the shape and morphology 

of the fibers. Typically, we demonstrated to control the morphology the fibers and beads 

presence by monitoring the applied voltage and flow rate. The existance of fibers and beads in 

the produced electrospinning mats varids with the different molecular weight of PEO at zero 

shear viscosity (ƞ0) constant. In addition, Newtonian viscosity of the fluid there were influenced 

for the morphology of the fibers. The molecular weight of PEO and the solution concentration 

have a great effect to change the viscosity of the solutions. This effect has also caused the 

formation of fibers from beads to pure ultra-fibers. The solution properties such as polymer 

concentration and molecular weight significantly affect fiber/bead formation in compared with 

surface tension and conductivity. 
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Introduction: 

            The mechanical properties of bio medically devices are very important to their function. 

First, the mechanical properties of the substrate affect cell differentiation. Second, the scaffold 

must have similar properties to the natural tissue it has to replace so that it can perform the 

function of the tissue. Finally, scaffolds must have the mechanical stability to handle 

manipulation by the physician during implantation as well as support tissue regeneration and 

structure degradation. 

 

One important challenge that have to be considered is the ability to control the morphology of 

the electrospun network. Lavielle et al.(169) have proposed to use simultaneously electrospinning 

and electrospraying to produce structured composite membranes.  

 

In this work, we are focusing our attention on the conception of structured collector to control 

the self organization of electrospun fibers. The second task was to investigate the effect of the 

structuration of the fibrous network on the mechanical properties of membranes. For this 

purpose, the mechanical property of one structured network is compared with that of randomly 

oriented network traditional collected one standard collector constituted by an aluminum foil.    
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3.2.1 Deposition and Architecture Control  

            The conventional electrospinning process usually leads to non-woven mats by the 

random deposition of nanofibers. However, the controlling the ways  nanofibers are collected 

in electrospun membranes would provide a great benefit for various applications. Indeed, 

precise geometric design of multicomponent electrospun membranes or 3D structures with 

defined porosity and pore sizes are paramount importance to mimic tissue structure and  their 

structural properties for tissue engineering applications(170). In addition, it has wide range of 

applications in a specified geometer loaded drug delivery systems and control of its release 

kinetics(171).  

         

         A number of methods have been developed to control the deposition of the nanofibers 

and prepare regular structured membranes. For example, aligned electrospun fibers have been 

obtained by electrospinning on a rotating collector(172). Moreover, one can align nanofibers by 

modulating the electrostatic field. D. Li and Y. Xia(173) showed that one can influence the 

nanofibers deposition by using dielectric material to pattern the collector. The geometry and 

the dielectric constant of the used materials generate a modified electrostatic field guide the 

deposition of the fibers arranged some certain geometers structures. 
 

            Other complex 2D or 3D structured membranes have also been prepared using 

electrostatic forces(174). The principle of this approach is the modification of the electrostatic 

field near the collector, thus guiding the deposition of the charged nanofiber. Deposition control 

and 3D structures can also be created using 3D structured conductive patterns as a collector 

(Figure III.2.1)(175).  
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Figure III.2.1:  SEM images of patterned architectures (scale bar = 100μm). (adapted from 
ref.(175) 

            Another type of structured membranes can be obtained by the self-organization of 

electrospun nanofibers. They have been first presented by Deitzel et al.(76) for Poly(ethylene 

oxide) and then extended the observation for other polymers(176). It was shown that a bimodal 

distribution of the fiber diameter is a necessary condition to induce the self-organization. Such 

irregular fibers, having thick and thin domains, locally impact the electrostatic field and guide 

the deposition of the fibers into honeycomb-like patterns(176). In addition, structured membranes 

were also fabricated using diverse post-electrospinning structuring surface treatments: direct 

laser machining(177), wetting of porous template(178) or photo patterning of electrospun 

membranes(179).  

 

We studied two fibers deposition patterns; the first deposition on a sheet of Aluminum (Figure 

III.2.2) and the second was performed on a micro-structured manifold Copper dimension 3 × 3 

cm with 1mm spacing (Figure III.2.3). 
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Figure III.2.2: The fibers produced by using the aluminum foil 
 

                     

A                                                                              B 

 
Figure III.2.3: The membranes produced by using the microstructure collector: A) 

represent 4.0 wt% PEO (1.0 × 106) and B) 10.3 wt% PEO (3.0 × 105) 
  

Micro-structured manifold have been used for the deposition of the fibers in order to obtain a 

well-ordered fiber network as presented In (Figure III.2.4). For better visualisation the 

distribution of the fibers, zones in the center of the 4 studs, between 2 studs and on the stud 

itself. Center of the 4 plots between 2 plots (Figure III.2.4) optical microscopy with a 
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magnification 5 times of a membrane based on PEO 3.0 × 105 g/mol collected on a micro-

structured collector. 

 

Figure III.2.4: Optical microscopy image of a membrane based on PEO 3.0 × 105 g/mol 
collected on a micro-structured collector 

 

3.2.2 Mechanical Properties of Electrospun Membranes 

            Despite possessing these unique features, one of the main challenges in this area is to 

characterize the tensile behavior of the nanofibrous membranes. This could be due to the 

difficulty in handling the nanofiber network and also due to the low load required for the 

deformation. Hence, in most cases, the mechanical properties of the fibers and fiber network 

structures is unsung and it need to be invastigated. Few researchers actively pursued to 

characterize the mechanical deformation characteristics of the fibers by recording the stress–

strain behavior of the electrospun non-woven fabrics. The tensile response of the non-woven 

are greatly influenced by the fiber diameter and size distribution in the mats, porosity, individual 

fiber orientation in the mat, fiber–fiber interaction and entanglement of the fibers(180). These 

parameters cannot be easily isolated and controlled in the non-woven fabrics. Hence, there has 

been a remarkable growing interest in characterizing the tensile deformation behavior of single 

fibers and aligned fiber bundles(181). 

 

           The effect of fiber diameter on the tensile deformation has been invastigated. The tensile 

response of the fiber was compared with the tensile properties of the bulk polymer system 

1 mm 
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prepared using injection molding. There is a significant difference in the tensile strength and 

tensile behavior. The stress–strain curve of the spun sample is consistently found not to display 

the necking phenomenon whereas the bulk sample shows clear necking. This is attributed to the 

oriented and stretched polymer chains in the spun fibers(182). Similar results were obtained by 

Lu et al.(182).  

 

           Another assessment used to determine consistency of the scaffolds was uniaxial tensile 

testing. Because tissues undergoes important strains it is important that as the scaffold may 

stretch without important damage. For this purpose, we focus our attention on both the 

elongation at break and the Young modulus of membranes. 

             

           To calculate Young's modulus the relationship defined by Hooke's law was used. 

Specifically, Hooke's law is the relationship between the stress that a material experiences and 

the strain that it exhibits. Typically, the initial linear segment of a stress strain curve is 

characterized by Equation III.2.1. By calculating the strain (ε) and the stress ( ) using equations 

III.2.2 and III.2.3 respectively, the values can then be used in Equation III.2.1 to find the 

Young's modulus (E), typically measured in Pascals. 

 

                                     eq. (1) 

                                                  � = �−�0�0                      eq. (2) 

)( 

)(

2
mAreaSectional

NForce      eq. (3) 

           Figure III.2.5 shows the tensile behavior of three different PEO membranes obtained by 

extrusion and calendaring, electrospinning on aluminum foil and on the structured collector 

described in page 65. In case of the extruded membrane, the stress undergoes by the membrane 

is very important, about 13 MPas, but it breaks at a strain of about 50%. Such kind of membrane 

are rigid but quite fragile. On the contrary, electrospun membranes exhibit a stress at break of 

about 6 MPas which is much lower compare to the extruded membrane. Concurrently, they can 

support higher strain before breaking. The random membrane collected on the aluminium foil 

breaks at a strain of about 100 % and it reaches more than 400% in case of structured membrane. 
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Figure III.2.5: Curve stress-deformation of extuded film, electrospun membranes having a 

random orientation of fibers and a square like structure. Stretch velocity of 0.25 mm/s 
 

According to the literature(183), the curves obtained for electrospun membranes exhibit a 

characteristic behavior of non-woven textile structures. Examination of the curves can 

distinguish three different parts as shown in (Figure III.2.5) of structured mats: 

 

 Part I: This is short deformation range, the stress increases sharply in a linear way. The 

slop of the stress-strain curve gives the Young modulus of the material. The structured 

membrane exhibits a Young modulus of about 0.17 MPa will the random membrane has 

a young modulus of about 0.55 MPa. 

 

 Part II: In this area, the stress gradually level off. This behavior that doesn't exist in the 

extruded membrane may be attributed to local rearrangements of fibers during 

stretching. 

 

 Part III:  In this area, Fibers no longer undergo stretching and groups of nanofibers break 

leading to a step profile of the curve, up to the total breakage of the membrane. 

 

To study the relationship between the mechanical property of membrane and the microstructure 

changes under strain, a camera equipped with microscope lens is placed in front of the 
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membrane. The camera move up, half the speed of the moving grip to follow the same stretch 

zone.  

Figure III.2.6 shows 4 pictures of the network taken at 10s, 40s, 60s and 90s corresponding 

respectively to a strain of 1.25%, 50%, 75% and 112% respectively. These pictures point out 

the effect of the tensile test on the microstructure of the structured membrane. For the first 

picture corresponding to the part I of Figure III.2.5 the elementary cell of fibers can be easily 

identify, forming a square of 1 × 1 mm.  

 

                                                 Direction of the apply strain 

        

 

T = 10s 

 = 1.25% 

 

T= 40s 

 = 50% 

 

T= 60s 

 = 75% 

 

T= 90s 

 = 112% 

      

Figure III.2.6: Optical microscopy of the structured membrane observed at different strain. 
The membrane has been obtained with a PEO solution or 4.0 wt% with a molecular weight 

of 106 g/mol 
 

In this cell, most of the fibers are packed at the edge of the cell connecting tow neighboring 

picks of the structured collector. In those picks, fibers form knots of strongly connected fibers 

will some fibers form a cross into the elementary cell. 

As the strain increases, the distance between knots increases in the strain direction and 

decreases in the perpendicular direction of the apply strain. In Figure III.2.7, the two directions 

have been monitored as a function of time.  
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Figure III.2.7: Evolution of the size of the elementary cell in the axial and perpendicular 
directions of the strain for the structured membrane. 

 

Both sizes change linearly with time. A break in both linear time dependence seams to appear 

after 25 s corresponding to a strain of about 30% of the membrane. This time evolution of the 

network morphology can be seen in Figure III.2.8 Showing the aspect ratio of the elementary 

cell obtained by dividing the size of the elementary cell in the axial direction by that of the 

perpendicular direction of the strain.  
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Figure III.2.8: Aspect ratio of the elementary cell as a function of time. 
 

Two strain regimes can be identify, characterized by a change in the slop of line. The first 

regime corresponds in good approximation to the part I of the stress-strain curve of Figure 

III.2.5. 

This figure suggest that the network is less stretched in the part I. The sharp increase of the 

stress is probably due to the direct mechanical contribution of fibers aligned in the axial 

direction of the strain. In the part II of Figure III.2.5, the network is deformed more quickly and 

the mechanical response of the network is due to local rearrangement of fibers. 

What about the random network? For this structure under stretch, the orientation of fibers is 

rapidly affected as shown by the sketch Figure III.2.9. 

      

a)    b) 
 

   
 

 

           

 

Figure III.2.9: Sketch of the random network a) at rest and b) under stretching 
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Fibers form a network with a smaller distance between knots. In part I, all fibers are 

mechanically active in the response of the network that could explain the higher value of the 

Young modulus in case of random network. But since fibers are more isolated and not packed, 

strain is more efficient to break them in part II. This organization is more fragile and breaks at 

a lower strain. 

In case of extruded membranes, they are denser so they exhibit a higher Young modulus but 

they can't modify their structure as electrospun do without ignition of local breakage that rapidly 

propagate up to the total breakage of the membrane.    
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Conclusion  

This work pointed out on the ability to structure a network of electrospun fibers and the impact 

of the structuration on the mechanical properties of the membrane. 

The use of a structured collector composed of emerging picks favors the deposition of fibers on 

the top of each peaks leading to the formation of a structured membrane. 

The study focused on the mechanical behavior of a square-like structuration of the network.  

Such organization exhibit a higher strain at break with a similar stress at break compare to 

network randomly structured.  Those mechanical properties are of prim interest in case of 

application in the development of scaffold dedicated to the reconstruction of soft tissues.  

The coming perspective of this work is to develop different topologies of collectors 

characterized by a distribution of peaks in triangle, hexagons, rectangles, … to initiate various 

morphologies of network. The influence of those networks in their mechanical response under 

tensile test will be useful for tissue engineering applications. 
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General Conclusions and Perspectives 
           Electrospinning is a versatile technique used to produce micron and submicron fibers 

from a wide range of polymers. Using this technique, fiber formation starts when an electrical 

field is generated on the surface of a polymeric solution and the electrical potential force 

overcomes the surface tension of the solution, thereby changing the spherical drop to a conical 

shape, an effect known as the Taylor cone. Electrically charged jets arise from the tip of the 

cone. Then electrostatic forces create a curled and chaotic movement, or bending instability, 

driving the jets to the collector. Meanwhile, continuous nanofiber elongation and solidification 

take place, yielding interconnected fibrous structures with high porosity and expanded surface 

area. Therefore, collector characteristics strongly influence the electrical field and, 

consequently, the architectural deposition of the electrospun fibers. Exploring the design of the 

electrospinning collector can determine the morphology of electrospun fibers, as well as the 

way fibers are assembled into structures with unique characteristics for specific applications. 

            The objective of this thesis project was to make non-woven fibrous structures in 

uncontrolled architecture as well as non-woven with controlled architecture by using the 

electrospinning process. These fibrous structures are obtained from Poly(ethylene oxide), PEO, 

solutions with different concentration and molecular weight. The deposit of fibers is made on 

two types of collectors: a) Aluminum foil, b) micro-structured collector (dimension 3 × 3 cm). 

The morphological analyses of the membranes were investigated using scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM) and their mechanical properties were characterized by tensile test using the 

ARESG2 rheometer. The morphology of the electrospun polymer gradually changes from 

beads to uniform fibers with increasing polymer concentration and molecular weight. A 

comparative study of the morphological and mechanical (tensile test) properties, of both fibrous 

structures is performed. This study showed that it is possible to have a distribution of fiber 

forming a very uniform primitive cell in a network of dimension 3 × 3 cm. This structured 

network has a strain at the break more important than that for the network fibers, which are 

collected on Aluminum foil.   

In the present work, the first focus was to develop new biocompatible and bioresorbable 

materials composed of nanoscale fibers obtained by electrospinning. In addition, this study 

examined the influence of viscosity, concentration, and surface tension of PEO solutions on the 

obtained fibers. Further, the flow rate, applied voltage and environmental parameters 

(temperature and humidity) were also optimized in the course of nanofibers production. 

Biocompatible fibers have been obtained by using PEO. 
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The second major effort of this thesis focused on the control of the mesh fibers. Such research 

activity is justified by the expected influence of the morphology of the fiber network on the 

mechanical properties of scaffolds and their biomimetic character that could favor the 

colonization and growth of the cells of the host tissue. The control of this structure has been 

achieved through the development of collectors.  

Furthermore, the situations envisaged require further study. Indeed, a study of mechanical 

properties depending on the aging of the membranes is required to determine the influence of 

moisture and temperature during production. This serves to select the optimal conditions for 

technical and economic point of view for nonwovens that respond well to the load 

specifications.  
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Abstract  

            Electrospinning is a widely used technique for the development of nonwoven 

nanofibrous membranes. The electrospun membranes have a high porosity and a high surface 

to volume ratio. Those material has a potential interest in many applications such as sensors, 

tissue engineering or drug delivery. Current research aims to have fibrous membranes with a 

controlled architecture using various types of collectors. The research study of this thesis 

focused on making non-woven fibrous structures in uncontrolled architecture as well as non-

woven with controlled architecture by using the electrospinning process. These fibrous 

structures are obtained from polyoxyethylene PEO solutions with different molecular weight. 

The deposit of fibers is made on two types of collectors: a) Aluminum foil, b) micro-structured 

collector (dimension 3 × 3 cm). The rheological properties of the polymer solutions under 

elongational and shear flows were characterized in relation to their electospinnability. 

Concurrently, the morphology of both fibers and fibrous networks have been analyzed using 

scanning electron microscopy (SEM). A comparative study, of the morphological and 

mechanical (tensile test) properties, of both fibrous structures has been performed. This study 

showed that it is possible to have a distribution of fiber forming a very uniform primitive cell 

in a network of (dimension 3 × 3 cm). This structured network has a strain at the break more 

important than that for the random fibrous network obtained conventionally with an Aluminum 

foil. 

 

 Résume  
            L'électrospinning est une technique largement utilisée pour la fabrication de membranes 

nanofibreuses non tissées. Les membranes electrospinnées ont une forte porosité et un rapport 

surface / volume élevé. Ces matériaux ont un intérêt potentiel pour de nombreuses applications 

telles que les capteurs, l'ingénierie des tissus ou la diffusion de principes actifs pour les 

médicaments. La recherche actuelle vise à avoir des membranes fibreuses avec une architecture 

contrôlée utilisant différents types de collecteurs. L'étude menée dans cette thèse a porté sur la 

fabrication de structures fibreuses non tissées aléatoire et structurée en utilisant le procédé 

d'électrospinning. Ces structures fibreuses sont obtenues à partir de solutions de 

polyoxyéthylène PEO à différentes masses moléculaires. Le dépôt de fibres est réalisé sur deux 

types de collecteurs: a) Feuille d'aluminium, b) Collecteur microstructuré (dimension 3 × 3 cm). 

Les propriétés rhéologiques des solutions de polymère sous écoulement élongationnel et sous 

cisaillement ont été caractérisées par rapport à leur électosinabilité. Parallèlement, la 

morphologie des fibres et des réseaux fibreux a été analysée à l'aide d'une microscopie 

électronique à balayage (SEM). Une étude comparative, des propriétés morphologiques et 

mécaniques (test de traction), des deux structures fibreuses a été réalisée. Cette étude a montré 

qu'il est possible d'avoir une distribution de fibres formant une cellule primitive très uniforme 

dans un réseau de (dimension 3 × 3 cm). Ce réseau structuré a une contrainte à la rupture plus 

importante que celle du réseau fibreux aléatoire obtenu conventionnellement avec une feuille 

d'aluminium. 


